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Weather
SATURDAY
Partly cloudy.
High 48, Low 29.
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Band night entertains students

2002

Nigerian state
governor speaks
in convocation

By Mariel Williams, reporter

U.S. reporter
confirmed dead
Last month Wall Street Journal
reporter Daniel Pearl was kidnapped on his way to interview a
Muslim fundamentalist last
month. Pearl, 38, was killed by
his abductors, officials said on
Thursday, Feb. 21.
FBI and Pakistani officials
reported receiving a videotape
that contained scenes of Pearl in
captivity and of his murder. The
U.S. government and his newspaper are enraged.
The suspected ringleader of
Pearl's abduction said that his
killing was part of a larger plot
that Includes an attack on the
U.S. Consulate in Karachi.
Pearl Is the 1 Oth Journalist to
die while covering the war against
terrorism.

Yates faces clapftar™
murder charges
Prosecutors showed graphic
pictures ofAndrea Yates five
drowned children during her capital murder trial on Thursday, Feb.
21. Yates sobbed while avideotape
of her oldest son face down in the
tub played.
Police found the bodies In Yates
home after she called them on
June 20. Yates Is charged with two
counts of capital murder in the
deaths of three of her children,
Noah, 7, John, 5, and Mary, 6
months.
Yates confessed to drowning all
five of the children but pleads not
guilty by reason of Insanity.
A key Issue of the expected
three week trial is whether Yates
suffered from a severe mental disease and knew the difference
between right and wrong.
Yates Is currently taking powerful anti-psychotic drugs. If convicted she faces either the death
penalty or a life sentence.

By Chrissy Hannabass, reporter
Students and CFAWs turned out to
hear a little local talent at Band Night Friday, Feb. 22. The concert featured performances by Erica and Carrie, Jericho
Giants, Rob and Brian (and friends) and
LU regulars Eatonwood Green.
Band Night began at 9 p.m. and lasted
until 11 p.m. During those two hours, a
steadily growing crowd sat and listened
attentively as a series of aspiring young
artists sat down under the violet spotlight and sang about life, love and life in
Christ.
The atmosphere of Band Night
reflected its simple, direct title. The allacoustic show was about music—no
frills. The artists dressed casually, and
except for a few tiny tea lights in tiered
candleholders, the stage was u n d e r rated.
The concert was held in the coffee
• shop area of David's Place. The chairs
and couches were available, and though
Student Life brought out extra chairs,
but many students had to be a little cre-

Liberty University students
received a taste of Nigerian culture,
when the Governor
of Abla state, Nigeria
visited convocation
last Wednesday,
Feb. 20.
Abia is a state in
Nigeria and is
located on the Gulf
of Guinea, between
Benin and Cameroon.
KALU
His Excellency, Dr. Orji Uzor Kalu
visited the university in celebration
of Black History Month and Missions'
Emphasis Week.
"The only covenant that will not be
broken is that of God," Kalu said in
the opening address.
Kalu told students he came not to
lecture, or for students to take notes
and report back, butjust to say
hello. He also shared that he wanted
to build a relationship between U.S.

ullvc In riiiding'a scat. Several crowed

students and Nigerian students,

onto the stairway, and some sat on the
edge of the balcony, dangling their legs
out over the wall.
"I always love it when they have these
acoustic gigs because I like that kind of
music—like Caedmon's Call and Bebo
Norman," senior Mary Mathias said.
Duo Erica and Carrie opened the
show, followed by Jericho Giants, who
had a considerable following in the audience. Erica and Carrie sang several original songs, accompanied by a single guitar.
Jericho Giants' unusual combination
of instruments—two guitars, a conga

Eventually, he would like to build
an exchange student program partnering with LU.
Kalu encouraged students to
become the next mayors, governors
and presidents.
He stated that Nigeria is known for
its good basketball players and that
he hoped Liberty will recruit some of
them.
"I pray to God that this will come
to pass," Kalu told students, amid
laughter.

KRISTIN HIGH

JERICHO GIANT—With two guitars, a conga drum and a cellist, Jericho Giants gained
loud applause as they played.
drum and a cellist in a cowboy h a t brought loud applause and cheers from
the crowd.
"I think it was neat because they all
have different styles, but they come

Please see BANDS, page2

Please See NIGERIA, Page 3

Campus Crusade hosts introductory rally
By Melissa Coleman, reporter

300 bodies found
behind crematory
Authorities have recovered 301
sets of human remains from
behind a crematory in a small
town in northern Georgia.
Ray Brent Marsh, 28, owns
Trl-State Crematory and the
grounds on which the remains
were first discovered on Friday,
Feb. 15. The corpses, some there
for barely a week others for over
three years, were found rotting In
storage sheds and scattered in the
woods.
The bodies had been sent to
Trl-State for cremation from
about 30 different funeral homes.
Of the remains, investigators have
Identified 65.
Marsh is charged with 16
felony counts of theft by deception
for not performing cremations
that families had paid him to do,
authorities said. Judges are currently considering his bond
request.

together really good," junior Maria Marsico said.

KjusriN HIGH

FUN, GAMES AND WORSHIP- Students sing along with
the band Man vs. Tokyo at the CCC kick-off event

Shouts, burps and funny
• voices resound into the air. Is
this dinner at the Marriott?
No, these sounds were heard
from the burping contest at
David's Place on Monday
night, Feb. 18 at the official
kick off rally for Campus Crusade for Christ (CCC).
CCC is a widely known ministry that has been operating
for over 45 years, and is present in almost every well-known
university in the country.
Sophomore Shaun Tucker
opened the rally with contests,
games and prizes.

The first contest of the evening was to
see who could do the most push-ups.
Then, there was the burping contest, followed by the craziest talent competition.
Throughout the rally Tucker handed out
various gift certificates to contest winners and threw candy out into the crowd.
The rally was notjust about fun and
games. After the contests ended, everyone settled down and quietly listened as
Junior Beau Walker, the discussion
leader for CCC shared with the audience
what the Lord had laid on his heart.
T h i s nation is deteriorating. What is
going to happen if we don't stand up for
God?" Walker said.
. .
Walters then read 1 Cor. 15:34, the
theme verse for CCC: "Awake to right-.
eousness and do not sin; for some do not

have the knowledge of God."
After Walker spoke, he turned the rally
over to new Christian band Man
vs.Tokyo.
The band was well-received by the
audience. Band members, Jonathan
Andrew, Daniel Lee, Joshua Trevor and
Steven Mark rocked David's Place with a
variety of original songs.
They are the best band ever to come
out of Liberty University and the state of
Vlrglnlal" Junior Daniel Martin said.
One student from Virginia Tech was.
also very impressed with the band. They
had a great stage presence and good
chemistry," Junior K.C. Gilbert said.

Please see CRUSADE, Page 3

Variety of events provided for CFAWers
By Renee Patrick, reporter

Young new faces moved Into the LU
dorms last weekend to experience College for a Weekend.
High schoolers from 33 different
states made their way to David's Place
to receive tickets that would allow them
access to all the weekend activities
available to LU students. That's right,
the weekend that Is both dreaded and
anticipated by Liberty students had
arrived. Ready or not, College for a
Weekend was here.
Compiled from various news A CFAW Welcome Rally held in the
agencies byjulleanna Outten Schilling Center started off the weekend
on Thursday night, Feb. 2 1 . The rally

mainly served to welcome the students
to Liberty University and to get them
excited about the events to come.
The weekend was packed with activities. On Friday Chancellor Jerry Falwell
welcomed the visitors during the CFAW
Ministry Chapel.
T h i s Is usually a nervous College for
a Weekend here in February because we
are usually knee-deep in snow; but this
year we have been blessed with spring,"
Falwell said upon arriving at the
podium.
Music from the Sounds ol Liberty
opened this special Ministry Chapel.
Dr. Danny Lovett reported that a total of
580 students were currently checked In

for a weekend visit.
Bursts of cheers erupted throughout
the Schilling Center as the top five
states represented were announced:
Virginia, Florida, North Carolina, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania.
The weekend offered many opportunities for students to see the spiritual,
academic and fun sides of Liberty.
Activities held included various information sessions and the Liberty Fine
Arts play "Ribs For Dinner," Cow Bingo,
Band Night at David's Place, a ski trip to
Wintergreen and a Liberty basketball
double header.
When asked what she liked most
about Liberty, Melissa Anderson, a high

schooljunlor from Manassas, Va., said,
T h e people. I mean everyone here Is so
awesome."
Becky Kyle, a high school senior, and
Katie Walter, a high schooljunlor, came
with their youth group from Trinity Baptist church in Apopka, Fla.
"Even in Florida, we hear about it
(Liberty University] a lot. Jerry is a very
influential guy," Kyle said. "Everybody
[at Liberty) Is really nice and the dorms
are actually a lot nicer than we
expected, but the bathrooms need a little help."
The next College lor a Weekend will
be held April 11-14. Generally, that is
the most attended CFAW.
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The Price

Students 'encountered God,' made decisions
By Diana Bed, edlor in chief

is
Ri9ht
By Chris Price, columnist

If you are anything like me, you cannot get
away from the ever-present coverage of the
winter Olympics. 1 am not a huge winter
Olympics fan, and the reason is that 1 don't
think half of the events even really qualify as
sports. At least in the summer games we have
people running, jumping, swimming, etc. You
can tell that the people involved are athletes.
This is not to say that there aren't any goofy
events in the summer games, but they are
not as prevalent.
,
To be a winter Olympian, it seems that all
you have to do is be stupid enough to try the
event. Take the skeleton for example. This is
an event where you slide down on something
a little bigger than a CD, face-first. The only
"skill" that this event takes is not dying of a
heart attack on the way down. The two-man
bobsled is another event that I am not so sure
about. It's just like the other bobsled except,
a. you lay on top of another man, and b. there
are only two people in the bobsled. This
sounds less like an Olympic event, and more
like a crime against nature.
The one event that absolutely made me
laugh for hours was pairs ice dancing. The
men wore fluffy shirts, sequins, glitter, spandex pants, scarves and other atrocities. It
looked like the official wardrobe person for
the ice dancing games was RuPaul. I couldn't
help but wonder if somewhere in the world
Siegfried and Roy were watching and going,
"Ooh I like that shirt," or "I want that outfit
only in pink."
And please don't get me started about the
French team who actually skated to Dr. Martin Luther King's "I Have a Dream" speech. I
don't think that when Dr. King was writing
his speech he envisioned French ice dancing.
Some things need to be given a certain
respect, and that speech is one of them.
What's next, the British ice dancing to the
Gettysburg Address?
The winter Olympics just don't have the
appeal for me that the summer Olympics do.
Especially after the Canadian team got the
gold medal because one judge was pressured
into voting differently. If it is that easy to just
go back and give someone a gold medal, I
believe the 1972 U.S. basketball team should
be receiving theirs shortly. If you have never
seen a robbery in person, go back and watch
highlights of this game. It will make you sick.
Well now that I have complained about the
games, I will end with some congratulations
to the athletes. Congratulations to Jamie Sale
and David Pelletier from Canada for finally
getting the gold, and for Ms. Sale for being the
future Mrs. Chris Price. Congratulations to
Apolo Ohno for looking like a cross between
Ernie Reyes Jr. from "Surf Ninjas," and Rufio
from "Hook." Congratulations to the ice
dancers who had enough courage to wear
those outfits no matter who laughed. Liberace would be proud. Congratulations to the
U.S. snowboarders who swept the medals,
and for passing the drug tests. Finally, congratulations to Tonya Harding for not busting
anyone in the knee.
When it comes to the Olympics, the Price
is right.

Over 1,100 young people came face to face
with God on Feb. 9 at the Encounter God Crusade held at a packed-to-capacity Faith Baptist
Church in Knightdale, N.C.
The event started at 7 p.m. with LU praise
band Orayi (O-rye), leading the audience in worship. The Katinas then came onstage for a concert. Former LU students Dale Williams and
Randy McDowell, known to LU students as
Super Praise Man and B Flatt, who now perform
as N20 Ministries, were the comedy act. Ron
Black, an R&B artist from the D.C. area also performed.
"Everything from the opening song to the closing announcements was amazing. I heard so
many comments from various people that
thought the event was incredible," crusade coordinator and speaker Daniel Floyd said.
The event saw approximately 70 decisions
made. According to Brian Johnston, youth pastor at FBC, 11 of
those decisions
were for salvation
and over 30 recommitments and
assurances were
made.
Approximately
25 LU students
helped with loading
and unloading
equipment, but
their main job was
altar counseling.
"What really helped
SUSAN WHITI.KV
was college stuCRUSADER —Daniel Floyd
dents helping,"
shares the message at the
Johnston said.
Encounter God Crusade.
Freshman Susan

Whitley was one of the
helpers. She helped
out at both the
Katlna's table and the
Liberty table. She
thought the crusade
was very successful.
"We were praying the
whole night that the
Holy Spirit would fall.
When Daniel got up to
speak everybody got
real quiet. You could
totally feel God's presence," Whitley said.
Another thing that
helped was the marketing. Marketing for
the crusade consisted
of posters and flyers
and radio ads were
PHOTO COURTESY FAtrii-BAiTis-r.CoM
aired on five different
GOD'
S
POSSESSION
—
LU
praise
band
Orayi
leads
the
audience
in worship at the
radio stations in North
Encounter
God
Crusade
held
Feb.
9
at
Faith
Baptist
Church
in
Knightdale,
N.C.
Carolina. A Web site
was also set up. Johnhurting students came to know the Lord," Floyd
ston was pleased that the marketing went so
said. Johnston agreed with Floyd and added, "It
well.
was
worth it because a lot of kids we were prayWhile the main purpose of the event was
ing
for
came and made decisions."
bringing young people in touch with God and
There
are three more crusades in the works
seeing their lives changed as a result, the secfor
this
year.
Tentative plans for this spring
ondary purpose was to get Liberty's name out.
include a crusade in Atlanta, Ga. in May. The
"Every student received information on Liberty!
other two are going to be held in Jacksonville,
That's what's great about Liberty hosting an
Fla. and Washington, D.C. More information on
event like this. We are able to influence every
these crusades will be posted closer to the time
student that walks through the door," Floyd said.
at www.liberty.edu/encountergod.
A lot of hard work and money went into makFor more information on Faith Baptist Church
ing this crusade a reality, and according to Floyd
and to view more pictures of the crusade, go to
there are some minor things they could tweak,
www.faith-baptist.com. •
but there are no major changes that need to be
made. Johnston echoed those feelings.
The crusade was a success " because lost and

Former Muslim speaks

BANDS:

By Julleanna Outten, asst. news editor

Acoustic show
of local talent

Years ago, he lived in constant
fear. Always wondering, if he died
that day, would Allah find him at
least 51 percent good? Ergun Michael
Mehmet Giovanni Caner, the son of a
Muslim pastor, now not only lives in
peace and joy, but also shares how
God's grace changed his life in 1982.
Caner shares his testimony and
information about the Islamic faith
often. After the Sept. 11 attacks he
was called in to the UN to address
Muslim thinking.
Caner, Professor of Systematic
Theology and Church History at
Criswell College, briefly shared his
testimony and a message at convocation on Monday, Feb. 18. Caner
attended Criswell College at the same
time that campus pastor Dwayne
Carson attended. They remain good
friends.
"Until I was 17,1 thought my life
would be in service of Allah," Caner
said. He was born into a Muslim family in Stockholm, Sweden and raised
in Turkey, Lebanon and Syria. In
1978 his family moved to Brooklyn,
N. Y., where he said he learned English for the first time.
In high school, he faithfully pulled
out his rug three times a day and
went in the bathroom to recite the
Islamic creed, he said. Most people
made fun of him, but one day a friend
invited Caner to
attend a revival
service at his small
Baptist church. He
went.

Kelly's Magic Tanning Salon
Now One Month Unlimited

"That little church loved me to the
cross and preached Jesus to a kid
who didn't know who Jesus was,"
Caner said. He described the relief he
felt in finding out he did not have to
work his way to salvation.
Though his father, an Islamic pastor, disowned him when he became
Christian, his two brothers, mother
and grandmother have now all
received Christ.
Caner explained that Muslims
believe everyone is born with two
angels, one on each shoulder, constantly weighing that person's good
and bad deeds.
Life is lived in fear of the scales
and a hope that when they die Allah
will find them at least 51 percent
good. The only eternal security a
Muslim can have is in martyrdom.
MICHAEL TROXEJ.
"Those 19 men thought that by
A NEW HEART — Ergun Michael Mehmet
shedding blood, they'd find forgiveness," Caner said of the men involved Giovanni Caner gave his testimony to students.
in the suicide terrorist flights of Sept.
11.
a church house, but today many
churches act like jail houses," Caner
When asked if he believed whether
Osama bin Laden was still alive, he
said. "The secret is that it's better to
said, "Yes, because if a Muslim
be in prison with God than in the
knows he's dead, he must be propalace without him." He said that too
claimed a martyr." It is one of the
often church has become tradition
protocols of Jihad that if a Muslim
and drudgery.
dies a martyr, any Muslim who
"It takes a true man of God to
knows is obligated to tell it to
praise when nobody else is," Caner
others.
said.
Caner's message came from Acts
After Caner spoke many students
16, when Paul and Silas were impriswent up front to meet with him. He
oned. He noted how the men praised
made a point to say hello to each one.
God in prison and did not flee when
"I like his testimony," freshman
the doors were opened so that the
Nora Willsher said. "The message was
jailer and his family could be saved.
really good and I really liked him."
"In Acts, the jail was turning into
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"I like the cellist," Wolf said. "He
makes the band, I think."
As the night wore on, some of
the audience left, while other students were just arriving. People
wandered in and out of the room,
and in the adjoining rooms students could be hear playing air
hockey and ping pong. By the time
the Jericho Giants left the stage,
the audience was a bit smaller
than before, and the little tea
lights had almost melted away.
But, Band Night was not yet over,
and a good sized crowd remained
to hear the last two bands.
The fourth act was another
duo. Rob and Brian sang several
songs by themselves and invited a
couple of friends to join them for
two others. .
Last, but not least, LU regulars
Eatonwood Green closed out the
show. They played "Do You Love
Me" and several more of their own
songs.
The band was slightly shorthanded Friday night: vocalist and
guitar player Kerry Knight was
absent.
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Blood drive returns to LU campus
By Renee Patrick, reporter

Ihe personal satisfaction of possibly saving a life to receiving ,
extra credit for GNED.
They came to Liberty University in hopes of taking as
Weider gave two reasons for why he gives blood, "It helps
much blood as possible. No, they were not vampires. They
olhers and it's good for me physically."
were staff members of the American Red Cross, working the
Why does Weider give extra credit for donating blood? "I
blood drive held on Feb. 19 and 20 in the Vines Center.
think a lot of times students are afraid to give blood. I want to
This semester'sfirstblood drive improved from those held
encourage them to do therightthing. If they have a good
In the past. One of the most noticeable improvements was
experience giving blood in college, they might become life-long
the reduced waiting time, achieved by honoring appointgivers," Welder said.
ments and adding more chairs for patients donating blood.
Perhaps this strategy works. Freshman Jonathan
AuriA HOFFMAN
Caronna said that he gave blood last semester for extra credit
"We are dying very hard to give good customer service.
That would be to keep the wait down. This one has run pretty for GNED. Although he was donating for the same reason this GIVE A LITTLE — A brave LU student parts with a pint of her
semester, he said that he would do it again without receiving blood during the Red Cross blood drive at the Vines Center.
smoothly. We always try to work out kinks and problems,"
extra credit.
Donor Recruitment Representative Lisa Baity said.
"It doesn't take much time and I know what it's like; it's not always be on the shelf," Baity said. "Currently we have a day's
These efforts to improve service have apparently served
that bad," Caronna said.
their purpose."[On thefirstday] we had 122 [donors) in the
supply [of blood] on the shelves. An emergency supply is
Aside from receiving extra credit, some students give
door. We got 87 good units out of that," Baity said.
three days. It's a bad thing."
blood to help others. "It isn't everyday that you have an
The second day of the drive produced similar results, proLolisa Hairston, a relief charge nurse for the Red Cross,
fessor and Circle K faculty adviser Lew Weider said. The blood opportunity to save three lives," freshman Sarah Chartschlaa
knows the importance ofgiving blood from personal experidrives held at Liberty are made possible by the Circle K organ- said.
ence.
Sophomore Kellie Acuna donates blood whenever possiization.
"I think it is very important. I would not be here if people
ble. "In the past, I've given blood to help my uncle who needed had not donated. I have had two transfusions. I'm glad to be
When asked how the current blood drive compared to
blood. I think it's a good idea to help other people," Acuna
those of the past, Baity said, They are usually consistent.
here to watch my children grow up," Hairston said.
said.
The goal is usually 85 units. You guys [ LU students] are
For those who would like to donate blood again or have
Helping other people is the main mission of the American
always in the 85 to 90 range."
not yet had the opportunity to donate, there will be another
Part of the credit for reaching this goal goes to the students Red Cross, but the limited amount of donors makes this task
blood drive in the Vines Center on April 23 and 24.
who were willing to part with a pint of their blood and an hour difficult.
Baity recommends that donors eat well before coming
of their time. Students gave blood for reasons ranging from
"The average American.. just assumes that blood will
and drink plenty of water three days prior to donating blood.

Late night Cow Bingo draws crowd
put their name in a square of their choice on a
poster board copy of the field.
The plan was for the cow to plop on one of
Beware, cow on the loose in the LU soccer the squares and whoever had picked that
square would win a DVD player. Those who
field.
had picked the surrounding squares would
After hall meeting on Thursday, Feb. 21,
win other prizes.
more than a thousand LU students and
"People say it's a Southern thing, but I'm a
CFAWers gathered out in the cold night air in
Southerner, and I've never done anything like
hopes of seeing Liberty'sfirstand possibly
annual, Cow Bingo or Cow Plop. It was a suc- this," Jana Jones, a CFAW er from Florida,
said.
cess in numbers except that the cow never
When everyone hadfinallyentered somedid its "business."
time after midnight, a man with a big black
"It's funny that hundreds of people are
Stetson and boots with spurs released a large
here paying to watch a cow do his thing,"
white cow out onto thefield.All sides of the
sophomore Micayla Nelson said.
square were lined with people watching and
SGA, not Student Life, sponsored the
waiting.
event, in which a portion of the soccer field
The cow walked to the middle of the
had been sectioned off into dozens of squares
squares'and paused to look around, her ears
about two by two feet. To attend, students
twitchingfrontand back. The crowd stood
and CFAWers had to pay $2 at the door and

ByJuHeanna Outten, asst. news editor

quietly for a brief time. But, within
moments yells went up from all sides.
People sporadically ran at the cow or
teased her, to the chagrin of the owners.
"Number 12," the cow's name,
paced around for about 20 minutes,
then with little warning she charged at
the crowd. They stood their ground
briefly, but soon dispersed as she
ANYONE UP FOR A GAME OF COW BINGO? — More
bounded through.
The owners struggled to lasso her in than a thousand attended the first Cow Bingo.
as she ran toward the fence, while students laughed and hollered the whole time.
launch a water balloon onto thefieldto deterThe owners eventually got the rope around
mine the winners. Kate Graham won the
her neck and pulled her back into the square. DVD player.
She ran off one other time before the night
LU bands Vroom and Red Admiral proended, but never fulfilled her appointed task. vided additional entertainment. Stunt team
Above and Beyond also performed at the
So, at 1:20 a.m. Clark Jones, SGA presievent.
dent, decided to implement plan B and
; "I think it was a good time,
j sorry the cow didn't poop," senior
I Kevin Haggerty, lead singer of Red
I Admiral said According to Jones,
between 1,000 and 1,500
attended Cow Bingo.

English

Age: 20
Major: Business Finance
and MIS.
Favorite Song: "In the
Still of the Night."
If you could be anyone
for a day it would be: an
astronaut in outer space.
Best thing my parents
ever taught me: to think
for myself, be independent
and respectful.
What cartoon do you
have the most in common with: Sailor Jupiter.
Why? She is very kind but
can be hot tempered.
What would you change
about yourself if you
could? I would have a better sense of balance so I
could rollerblade and ski.
Favorite Phrase: "Nothing
personal, just business."
- Compiled byJulleanna Outten

Kalu briefly informed students about the significance of Nigeria and its government.

Central & Eastern Europe
Let your natural ability to speak English open doors
for you to share Christ in Central & Eastern Europe.
The hunger to learn conversational English will draw 2000+ students
to International Messengers' Evangelistic English Language Camps
each year. The camp setting facilitates fast relationship building
and the curriculum is geared to allow numerous opportunities
to share the Gospel individually and in small group settings.
All necessary training is provided.
W0©K

friendship Evangelism
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Home: Hanoi, Vietnam.

NIGERIA: his country
Continued from page 1
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Kalu shared some information about Nigeria with students. Nigeria boasts the
largest African population in
the world. Nigeria is composed
of about 165 million people and
compiled of 46 states, 74 mayors and 36 governors.
According to the U.S.
Department of State, Nigeria is
a developing west African
country that has experienced
periods of political instability.

In 1999, after 16 years of
rule by military government,
civilian rule was established
and President Olusegun
Obasanjo was inaugurated.
In 1999, a constitution was
adopted, as well. The government is republic, with the
recent transition from military
to civilian rule.
"We are finding our way to
democratic process. I believe
with God on our side, these
things are changing," Kalu told
students about Nigeria.

CRUSADE: Rally meeting
Stouter, the student leader and
other members of the leadership
team have been meeting
Man vs. Tokyo encouraged
students to pray for the band for together about once a week to
funds needed to begin recording. pray and plan for this new ministry.
Students and faculty alike
Many students appreciated
enjoyed the band and the CCC
their efforts.
rally. Communications profes"I think it's a good idea to
sor James Pickering also came to
have Campus Crusade even at a
participate in CCC and watch
Christian university because it
two of his students who perkeeps Christians from being
formed in the band.
complacent, and it encourages
Although this was the first
others to spread the Word of
CCC meeting at Liberty, PickerGod," sophomore Kristin
ing is no stranger to CCC.
McCann said.
In 1972 he flew from New
Although students enjoyed
York to Dallas, Texas to particithe games, prizes and candy,
pate in "Expo 1972," a CCC
effort which convinced him to go the real reason of the meeting
was to raise support for CCC to
into full time Christian service.
spread God's Word. The goal for
"I wholeheartedly support
CCC at Liberty as stated on their
Campus Crusade," Pickering
handout is "to mobilize students
said.
out of complacency."
Although CCC was founded
For any information regardin 1951, it only recently became
a ministry of Liberty University. ing the CCC, contact student
leader Billie Stouter at 237"It just got approved by Lib2049.
erty to be an official on-campus
Information on Man vs.
ministry," sophomore Lindsay
Tokyo can be found on their Web
Boone said.
site: www.manvstokyo.com
Boone, along with Billie
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The need for Christian role models for youth

•

Champion
Constructing critisicm Biblically
It seems that many in the Christian world have joined in-step
with a society that abuses its freedom of speech. Too often, Christians cry, "What about my freedom of speech?" when they want to
voice complaints, either within the church, community or world.
Many times, the problem is not that their rights are being surpressed, but that their tone is overly offensive and their
opinion/complaint poorly backed.
Expressing yourself without love, whether to a brother or sister
or to society in general, and claiming First Amendment rights to do
so is the same as the pervert who covers pornographic material
with the banner of free speech. This abuse of the power of words is
something the Bible warns of. "The words of the wise are like goads
(sticks used to drive oxen), and the words of scholars are like welldriven nails, given by one Shepherd," (Eccl. 12:11). If used with
discernment, words can have a purposeful effect.
For example, Jesus' words were never biting, even when spoken
in frustration (Matt. 21); He spoke the truth in love. The Bible also
instructs us in how to address problems and complaints with fellow brothers and sisters in Christ (Matt. 18:15-20). but before you
practice this, turn back a few chapters to Matt. 7.
If your intent in voicing a complaint is to offend, you are only
shooting yourself in the foot. Think about what you want to
accomplish before you start writing or speaking. Zondervan, one of
the world's leading Christian publishers, says about free speech on
its Web site, "The true right of free speech is accurately carried out
when self-restraint is responsibly exercised."
When exercising your right to free speech, do it in an organized
manner, backed with factual examples and Biblical principles.
Avoid the fallacies of hasty generalization and guilt by association,
for youwill sound no different than the homosexual who uses a
media outlet to label all Christians as hateful bigots.
"One man's vulgarity is another's lyric," Justice John M. Harlan
said in Cohen v. California. Don't add fuel to thefirethat illuminates this false way of thinking— carry out your right to free
speech with responsibility.

—T.L.
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Thought of the week: 1
"Before the 1800s there were not separatly
designed shoes for right and left feet (uselessfacts.net)." Sometimes walking straight
can be difficult. "Make me walk in the
path of Your commandments, for I delight
in it," (Psalm 119:35).
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The topic that I'm writing about this week is
very timely, not just because it was just featured on Feb. 19's "20/20," although that is
one reason I decided to write about it. It's also
relevant in light of the fact that College for a
Weekenders were just checking out our campus. And lastly, it's timely particularly to me
because I am in the midst of reading "Understanding Today's Youth Culture" for Youth
301. By now you're wondering what all of
these different things might have in common.
Well, it's youth and popularity.
I tuned into ABC's"20/20" last Tuesday
night after hearing a youth speaker during the
little-heard-about Youth Emphasis Week. So
the subject of youth was already in my head
as I was watching. My concern increased
greatly after hearing what was being said on
the show titled 'The 'In' Crowd and Social Cruelty." John Stosselis an ABC News reporter
with a segment called "Give Me Break!," and 1
usually find obnoxious and annoying and
want to respond with "give me a break." He
was exploring what makes middle school and
high school kids popular and what makes others geeks or freaks.
Psychologist Michael Thompson appeared
on the show. He wrote a book on the "age
when cliques rule and being excluded by the
'in crowd' hurts." The book is titled "Best
Friends, Worst Enemies: Understanding the
Social Worlds of Children."
Thompson found through his studies and
experiences as a counselor what it takes to be
a part of the in crowd. Girls are judged on
looks, clothes and a charismatic personality,

while boys are judged on their athletic ability,
size and humor.
In talking with teenagers, Thompson found
out that students don't fail to
let other students know when
they don't measure up. The "in
crowd" decides what's cool,
and if you're not, you're out.
Only 20 percent of kids are
in the elite in crowd. Most kids
fall into the 60 percent who follow the in crowd. Thompson is
most worried about those who
fall into the bottom 20 percent.
He refers to them as "victims."
They are the kids who don't
have the skills to make many
friends and consequently are excluded, picked
on and often bullied.
The subtitle of the "20/20" segment was
"Among Kids, Competition to Belong is
Fierce." Thompson said this is because "the
need to be part of a group is so human. It's primate."
All of his findings combined with what I've
learned in Youth 301 really reminded me of
how much kids need someone with their best
interests at heart to be there for them during
this trying time.
Thompson suggested to parents and kids
that they turn to church youth groups when
the kid has trouble developing friendships. I
was blown away and pleasantly surprised that
this Harvard-educated man would dare to
suggest that.
I have always had an interest in youth min-

istry. I had the absolutely best youth group
ever, along with the best youth pastor! I have a
great relationship with my youth pastor and
his family. They impacted my life
in so many ways. I realize the
importance of having positive
influences like them.
Teenagers need someone in
their life to look up to, to model
their life after. And I've realized
that I want to be that, especially
for teenage girls. I am not perfect
by any stretch of the imagination,
but I just want them to see that I
am trying to live my life right. And
that I'm here for them to come and
talk to. While I had a great youth
group, many of my friends in the youth group
made bad choices. I had a hard time dealing
with it. Sometimes I thought that I was the
only one even trying to live my life right. Luckily, I had my youth pastor's family.

dianabell

I had always wanted to take a youth class. I
had just never had the room in my schedule to
take one until last semester when I took Youth
201.1 absolutely loved this class. I wish I had
known earlier that I wanted to be a youth
minor. I'm taking Youth 301 now, but won't be
able to finish up Youth as my minor.
Thompson's appearance on "20/20" just
really reminded me of the importance of being
a good role model to youth. And with Youth
Emphasis Week over, I hope 1 don't forget that.

Oprahism: the religion of self-worship
Look at the following list of religions and
pick the one that doesn't match: Christianity.
Buddhism, Hinduism,
Oprahism. If you picked
Oprahism, you were almost
fooled. Take a look at any major
world religion and you will find
that all revolve around the worship of a higher being, be it
Jesus Christ, Muhammad or
Allah. So just what does Oprah
Winfrey, the highest paid television personality in history, have
to do with any of these historical prophets?
Well, it seems Ms. Winfrey has unknowingly started her own, 21 st century religion,
complete with a new being to worship—yourself. The New Age and yoga's lovechild has
arrived, wrapped in a fuzzy phrase—"Remembering your Spirit." Tune into the nationally
televised show and in just one episode, Dr.
Phil McGraw and Oprah herself will lend you
answers to life's most pressing problems and
greatest mysteries. And the underlying message begins to seep through Oprah's pores:
the secret to ultimate happiness lies not in
hogwash religion, but in you, in your being.
Since her birth, Biblical truth and Oprah
just didn't seem destined to mix. Originally
named Orpah from the biblical "Book of
Ruth," her name was misspelled on her birth
certificate as Oprah, a name that would soon
become a household staple. Oprah's talk
show began humbly like most other cheesy
forums of the day. But Oprah had a different

vision for her viewers, one that included selfappreciation and discovering your true self.
On the surface, this seems a
humble, even caring approach
to guiding faithful viewers to
higher power and joy. But this in
itself is what is so dangerous
about Oprah and her philosophies.
To the untrained ear,
Oprahism sounds like the cureall. What could be better than
finding inner strength? Blissful
peace? Self-empowerment? The
equation seems to add up, but
the sum is all wrong. Slowly, maybe unintentionally, Oprah has led her almost cult-like
group of fans into the territory of self-worship.
Think the One World religion will be oh-so different? Think again.
In this month's feature article in "O Magazine," Oprah's brainchild and the most successful magazine launch in history, Oprah
herself encourages readers to look to themselves for wholeness.
"If you're looking for a sense of completion,
1 encourage you to look inward," Winfrey
writes. This bit of advice seems virtually
harmless until you begin to delve deeper into
Oprah's philosophies.
"0" writer Martha Beck in her June article
entitled "Who are you, really?" writes, "Like
anyone who doesn't run from stillness, you'll
find that your mental demons have less staying power than you thought. Eventually you
will begin to sense a very deep self that defies

johannaprice
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all labels, a calm soul who has experiences
your whole life...without ever being dominated or extinguished."
Beck goes on to remind readers that the
Biblical tradition underlying Judaism, Christianity and Islam is based on the One True
God of Israel stating that His name is simply
"I Am." Readers are then encouraged to repeat
phrases like "I am powerful" and "I am sufficient" until self-empowerment is complete.
Afraid yet?
Oprah is not a wolf in sheep's clothing, but
what she has poured into the minds of viewers everywhere who adore her is, at its basis,
Truthless. The basic message that it's okay to
be a Jew, a Muslim or a Christian just as long
as your ultimate power lies from within is
dead wrong. This patchwork of religion relies
on a human spirit that was not designed to
withstand such pressure alone.
Matt. 11:28 savs, "Come to me, all vou who
are weary and burdened, and I will give you
rest." Despite what Oprah says, human
strength is not a strength at all. The Lord
desires for our will, our burdens, our problems to be laid at His feet, not at our own.
There are so many days when we can barely
walk straight, let alone stand on our own two
feet.
So run on, run on Oprah. It seems it's just
a little easier for you to remember your spirit
with all your millions backing you. Just
remember the millions who follow you and
believe every word you say.

How do you distinguish yourself from
the student body at LU?

"I think my outgoing
attitude and my smorgasbord of weird and
crazy ideas."
—James Underwood, Fr.
Buckingham, Va.
"My laugh is really
loud, I scuba dive and I
like to go shrimping.
Not many students here
do any of that."
—Elizabeth Anspach,
Soph.
Miami, Fla.
"I'm British, so I look
better and talk
properly."
—Phil Skelton, Grad.
England

"Unlike most LU students, I already have a
degree and, at age 31,
I am probably older
than most."
—Dusty Brenning, Sr.
Garden City, Kan.
"1 think it is quite obvious what distinguishes
me from other LU students: my hair."
—Micah Fong, Fr.
Alhambra, Calif.
" I am an international
student and 1 speak
three different languages."
—Krishna Usaite, Fr.
Klaipeda, Lithuania
Photo* by Mike Troxel
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Canadian skating duo strike fool's gold
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By very definition, there can only be allowing misdeeds to go unfixed.
On the other hand, bribery and disonefirstplace winner, unless of course
you are an Olympic figure skating pair. In honesty should not be rewarded. If Le
Gougne was removed for her
such a case you might just
lack of integrity, it would foljoin the ranks of Jamie Sale
low that those who prosand David Pelletier, the Canapered, merely because of her
dianfigureskating pair who
weak mindedness should
became the fourth recipients
not be rewarded as a result.
in Olympic history to receive a
What kind of a message is
second gold medal for an
the Olympic Committee tryevent.
ing to send? If you pressure
The second gold medal was
your way into a gold medal
awarded to the pair after the
position, then you don't
French judge Marie-Reine Le
have anything to fear. In the
Gougne admitted to having
worst-case scenario you might be forced
been pressured into voting for the Russto share your position with the rightful
ian pair, Berezhnaya and Sikharulidze,
winners
despite several technical errors during
their routine. Sale and Pelletier, who
The IOC has rewarded the real winskated flawlessly, would have won the
ners, but in essence they have rewarded
event had Le Gougne not given the Rusno one. It reminds me of when my sister
sians a 5-4 victory.
and I used to race as kids and, much to
my dissatisfaction, Mom would always
In an effort to resolve the controversy
declare it a tie. There is no winner with a
over the misjudgment, the International
tie. By giving each pair a gold medal the
Skating Union suspended Le Gougne
and recommended that the International IOC has said there is no winner. Both
Olympic Committee take action. The IOC pairs are equals, regardless of whether
they achieved their gold medals by a
followed suit by awarding the pair their
flawless performance or by a judge sucown gold medal, making them the first
cumbing to bribery.
co-gold medallist since 1993.
Le Gougne's decision was not the only
The IOC acted nobly in awarding the
one that sided with the Russians, howCanadian pair a gold medal. If they
ever. The other four votes for the Russian
skated better than the other team, then
they should be honored for their achieve- pair came from Eastern bloc countries
like Russia, Poland, and the Ukraine, as
ments and the IOC wasrightin not

beneppard

SGA's power-hunger cause rifts
1

Ben Eppard, columnist
On Jan. 24, Liberty University's Student Government Association, already
divided by cliques, voted on a proposal to
impeach the student government President Clark Jones. The proposal, which
was authored by Michael See, vice president of student government, charged
Jones with three offenses, which See and
Matthew Berg, chairman of the Senate
Rules and Judiciary committee, supported as impeachable.
The first of the charges accused Jones
of lying to SGA members about why he
did not attend a meeting that was
arrangeS with Dr. John Borek in an effort
to improve SGA's effectiveness. The
assumption was that if Jones lied about a
meeting, he is not fit to act as the student
government president. This is too
weighty an accusation to support with
one situational example. Just because
you have lied does not make you a liar.
The charge is additionally flawed in
that it was See and Berg who claim they
were lied to. The fact that the same individuals who say they were lied to wrote
the impeachment proposal is enough
cause to dismiss such an allegation.
Regardless of whether Jones was formally invited or not, this is more an issue
of miscommunication than it is of deceit.
The second point of the impeachment
proposal alleges that Jones violated
impeachment procedures by attempting
to remove See and then Peter Hay, vice
president of the freshman class, without
following proper impeachment procedures. Both See and Hay had failed to
meet the GPA requirement for their
respective positions, and should have
been considered for impeachment.
Jones, however, bypassed the system for
the second time when he informed Hay
that he should resign or be removed.

figurehead government or not, Jones of
all people should take its rules seriously.
Instead of writing a proposal like the one
he would later face, Jones took matters
into his own hands, and pressured violators to resign and save face. In response,
Michael See, who saw this as an abuse of
power, stooped to intimidation as well.
"Remove Peter Hay and I will remove
you," See threatened.
The final point of the impeachment
proposal accused Jones of having illegally obtained the GPA's of SGA members. Citing a U.S. law that protects confidential information from being used for
personal gain, See asserted that Jones
had violated that law and was thereby
guilty of a felony. Because any LU student convicted of a felony can receive up
to 30 reprimands, and anyone that
exceeds 18 reprimands goes on disciplinary probation, See concluded that
Jones was subject to disciplinary probation and thereby barred from serving in
any executive position.
The problem with this logic is obvious.
Jones was never convicted of a felony or
given the reprimands necessary to put
him on disciplinary probation. And if
Jones really had been guilty of a felony,
wouldn't See have contacted the authorities, instead of writing up a proposal to
remove him from a student government
office?
Although Jones has not been the most
effective student government president,
the allegations against him were not sufficient to support an impeachment.
Instead, the Student Government
Association has once again split itself
into small factions, causing enough disunity tf push any notable accomplishments out of the near future. There isn't
a lot of power to go around in a figurehead government anyway, so let's try not
tofightover it.

Regardless of whether SGA is merely a

Baby Boomers teach the Digital Generation
The professor-student generation gap of times half a class was wasted in trying
grows more apparent by the day. I do not to set up a PowerPoint presentation.
intend this to be insulting; I simply want
Students are talking to other students
to state a trend I have observed in each of online and checking multiple E-mail
my classes that requires computer work
accounts, while the professor struggles to
of some sort. Students in
figure out why the shortcut to the
college now have lived with
presentation isn't working. By
computers their whole
the end of this chaos, students
lives.
are bored and unlearned and
professors are perturbed and disI grew up playing Tetris
couraged.
or Pong on a green and
My advice for this dilemma
black screen computer
takes into consideration both
with a hard drive as big as
student and professor. Students,
my three-year-old brother.
remember that your professors
Regardless of the technodidn't grow up with Sesame
logical inefficiency of those l i e a t l i e r h u f f
old computers, we are a digital generaStreet online. Professors, remember that
tion. Because we have used a mouse
your students are living in a microwave
since we were tiny, the idea of a computer generation, and their attention spans are
is safe and familiar to most of us. By the
decreasing rapidly. I wish 1 could give a
time we reach college, most of us have
12-step plan for changing the generahad a decent amount of computer experi- tional divide, but no solution has preence, whether it is through Instant Messented itself.
senger or word processing.
For the time being, students will just
have to continue to be patient. We might
This familiarity with computers that
students have gained makes the learning be in our professors' shoes some day,
curve a good bit harder for the professors attempting to teach computer science to
the next generation as our students
who did not grow up in a digital generation. They have to work overtime to figure arrive late to class because it was cloudy
out what seems to come naturally to their and their solar-powered car broke down,
and yes, they tried to call on their wriststudents. The generation gap is widenwatch phone, but the android secretary
ing. As a result of this gap, what occurs
was out for the day and...well, perhaps
in most of the classes requiring computthat's a stretch.
ers is a frustrated professor and bored
students. I have lost count of the number

well as China. The geographical location
of Russia's supportive votes raises with it
questions about fairness.
If it proves true that judges are
affected by their own allegiances then the
IOC ought to look into ways of better distributing the nationality of Olympic
judges. The ability of athletes should not
be subject to the biased opinions of
nationalistic individuals who can't seem
to separate their personal loyalties from a
professional analysis of an athlete's performance. Sports leagues do not allow
biased referees to call the game. Neither
should the Olympics be governed by
national loyalties.
After the Canadian pair received their
medal, many detractors expressed their
opinions. "If this happened to another
pair...nobody would reconsider the decision," said Valentin Piseyev, head of Russia'sfigureskating federation. Piseyev,
as well as many Russian commentators
claimed that other nations were just
upset by Russia's 38-year winning streak
in pairs skating at the Olympics.
The Canadian pair responded gratefully to the IOC's ruling, adding that it
was not their wish that the Russian's
medal be retracted. Pelletier, in attempt
to lighten the mood added, "You know
we're really hoping to go for the bronze as
well. Perhaps, we'll win the whole set."

Oh brothers, how awesome art thou
Christmas break was different this
year. Initially, I wasn't quite sure if it was
possible to have Christmas in Miami. We
couldn't go out as a family and cut down
a Christmas tree. It was too atrociously
hot to drink hot chocolate. I highly doubt
there was a house near ours that had a
fireplace and the closest thing I saw to
snow was the Florida Panther's hockey
arena.
Fortunately, however, God's presence
isn't transported in a blizzard, nor does it
reside in the wood of a decorated tree,
and it consistently made its way to me
through the unique hearts of two little
boys. Boys in the most traditional sense.
Boys that can't keep their room clean.
Boys that receive with more unbridled
gratitude their $5 allowance than Kobe
Bryant his multi-million dollar contract.
Boys whose primary goal in life is to
achieve their parents' approval and their
older brother's friendship.
There names are Seth and Nathan.
You wouldn't know they were twins by
how they look. You wouldn't know they
were brothers by how well they get along,
and atfirstglance you would probably
never guess that of all incredible people
in the last 20 years that have dramatically influenced my life, these 12-yearolds rank among the top. Obviously,
Jesus favors the childlike heart, but I've
spent most of my life trying to grow out of

mine simultaneously distancing my
heart from the hearts of two of God's
greatest examples to me of simple faith,
cheerful giving and selfless love.
My life is cluttered with the static of
my desires and noisefillsmy ears so
much more frequently than the voice of
God. I can't wait to meet a girl, fall in
love, get married and live
"happily" ever after. I can't
wait to have a real job and
pay taxes. I can't wait to
have kids. 1,1,1,1. And while
I swim completely submerged in the ocean of my
thoughts, I consistently
overlook theflashingneon
sign erected by God to redirect my focus—brothers who
live in quiet contentment affirming the
promise of Paul to Timothy that it is not
just godliness, but godliness with contentment that is great gain.
Christmas break was an opportunity
to listen and observe in this theater of
selflessness. The conviction nearly overwhelmed me when Seth convinced
Nathan that they should save their
allowance, as little as they receive, to
take me out to dinner. Eighteen dollars
was all they had in the world and while I
spent my evening planning out how,
where, and when I would create a new
wardrobe, they sought out the opportu-

nity to give. Why? Because they wanted
to spend time with me. Why? Because
they want to be like me. Why? I don't
really know. But for some inexplicable
reason they love me unconditionally.
There is no greater accountability than
knowing that at every moment there are
two people watching me whose highest
ambition is to emulate my
life.
What do you see when you
look at your siblings? Indescribable blessings or
expendable annoyances?
Does indifference or appreciation characterize your attitude towards them? Cherish
your family. Expect God to
speak to you through them
because He loves to use the foolish to
confound the wise. Actively seek opportunities to minister to them because they
are your most accessible and important
mission field.
Andfinally,live blamelessly before
them because they are watching. They
desire to wear the same clothes, have
the same hair cut, play the same sports,
watch the same movies and have the
same freedoms, which inevitably
emanates the desire to be as holy or
rebellious as you are.

aaronskinner

Curing the habit of becoming bored
Boredom is one of the leading probspending hours a day before the tube is
lems of our culture. It affects all ages,
turning them into a race of viewers
but is most common among people who
rather than doers. It is robbing them of
haven't enough interests to absorb the
the ability to think wholesomely and creincreased amount of time on their hands. atively.
To a bored person, life has become empty
So don't depend on TV to amuse you
and uninteresting. He or she
or help you forget the
lacks ways to occupy time.
harsh realities of life. And
"For millions of young
don't resign from the
Americans returning to
human race, don't give up
school, the opportunities to
active interests and don't
avoid boredom are endless.
feel sorry for yourself
Unfortunately, boredom is
because your future is
also the number one excuse
behind you if you do.
for dropping out of school,"
"The next time someone
Alan Caruba, of Boringlnstitells you they're bored to
tute.com says.
death," Caruba said, "take
it seriously." The American
Are you bored stiff? No one scottcamlin
and especially no believer needs to suffer Psychological Association lists "finding
this affliction. Many bored people turn to little or no pleasure in life" and "experiencing a change in eating or sleeping pattelevision for relief. This is the worst
terns," along with "losing interest in hobthing you can do. There are some excelbies or sleeping patterns" among the
lent TV programs, especially on the educational and Christian channels, and TV signs of depression, "but the presence of
an extended period of boredom is not
can be a blessing to handicapped permentioned," Caruba said. "It should be."
sons and shut-ins. Most of what television offers, however, is at best unprofTo avoid (or cure) boredom, keep
itable and is often sheer trash or worse.
active and stop thinking too much about
And regardless of what people look at, yourself! 1 know work, family, or even

church activities kept me so busy that I
never devote time to spiritual development prior to the present. But you can
use your new experiences and time for
serious Bible study and Christian activities.
Launch out on your future career
path! Studying something is a great way
to keep your mind alert. Many subjects
will yield your hours with keen interest.
The important thing is to take up something that will demand mental application and be of interest to you. For example, you may want to study God's handiwork—nature.
There's no better way to keep your
mind off yourself than to begin thinking
more about other people. All people,
even the most ordinary, are interesting if
you break through their shells and get to
know them. But don't set out to find
someone who will interest you. Rather,
ask God to lead you to an individual
whose life you can enrich with your
friendship and concern.
Keep yourself occupied, be involved
with oilier people, and keep in close contact with God. If you do boredom will
never afflict you!
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Commentary
Stanger than fiction or a sign of the times

Letters to the Editor

Whatever happened to respect?
Dear EditorIn a recent Convocation, Eddie Cole delivered a small speech asking for
respect from the audience for the upcoming performers (TRUTH) and speaker
Tom Maharis. As he spoke, I couldn't help but think how low we as a student
body had sunk. "Why ask for respect?." I thought. Rumor has it that after the
recent claping incident when a Convocation speaker dared venture past our
beholden 11 a.m., and after seeing several students sleep in the middle of his
message. Dr. Falwell. along with those in the Campus Pastor's Office, are not too
happy about the blatant lack of respect on this campus...and I don't blame
them.
As Christians, we're expected to be respectful toward others, especially to
those in authority. David's relationship to Saul (2 Sam. 1:14-16) and Paul's runin with Ananias (Acts 23:5) are both good examples of this. Yet, the disrespect
displayed on this campus by many, recently, has been anything but Christ-like.
Case in point: During our recent Spiritual Emphasis Week, it was evident
that God used Jamey Ragle as an instrument bringing many people to salvation
and repentance. There were many professions of faith and hundreds of people
took the opportunity to get their lives in order. Yet, despite that. "Jamey-bashing" became sport to some on campus that week. Question: How is it that they
can so easily bash a man of God like Jamey and think nothing of it? Just
because some noted theologian like Hohn Piper or John ManArthur did not
speak, are we granted the right to disrespect the men of God who come though
Liberty's pulpits? I think not.
There are some other examples, but this epitomizes the type of disrespcet I
see at Liberty. It could become a cancer roaming the academic hallways and residence hall, "seeking whom it may dovour" and will not stop until godly men and
women start fighting against it. Only when we take our brothers and sister aside
in love and confront them about their disrespectful attitudes can we truly honor
and glorify God on this campus.
Oh yeah, I almost forgot. Remember Eddie Cole's plea for respect? Even that
simple request went unheard. After some wise guy in the back yelled out a rude
remark that compared one of the TRUTH singers to Tom Cruise, I could not help
but hang my head in shame. Whatever happened to respect?

an author of 70 nature books, Willi
Dolder.
Experts are stumped with the
lioness's behavior. According to these
experts, the lioness is clearly mourning
the loss of the calf, and she has not
moved from the spot from which the oryx
was taken, and as before, has not eaten
either.
My heart goes out to the poor, seemingly confused lioness, but I am forced to
ask myself some questions? Is this
purely (if I may use my favorite phrase
again) "a strange occurrence", meaning,
the random psychological ailments of a
yet another earthling? Or, is this the
beginning of the fulfillment of the
prophecy in Isaiah 11:6, The wolf will
live with the
doing fine, but the calf
™ lamb, the leopard
was growing weak. It
The lioness apparently
will lie down with
was still very young
devoured the baby oryx's
the goat, the calf
and still needed to
and the lion and
suckle.
mother and proceeded to
the yearling
Personnel from the
take care of the baby.
J } [Hebrew; SepKenya Wildlife Service
tuagint lion
(KWS) decided to sepawill feed] together; and a little child will
rate the calf from the lioness and take it
lead them"?
to a nearby private game sanctuary for
Strange occurrence, maybe, but times
feeding, treatment and observation until
have come when we can no longer brush
it is returned to its mother—its oryx
things off as the latter. Those who
mother.
brushed off thefloodin the beginning of
Meanwhile, Lioness Larsen is receivtime as a "strange occurrence" did not
ing a lot of attention from conservationlive to be able to change their minds.
ists and naturalists whoflockedto the
area and people like me (the media, and I
say this with much humility), including

ferent calf. For a second time, the
lioness, which had been named Kamuniak (meaning the Blessed One) by
locals, and Lioness Larsen, by tourists,
adopted a baby oryx on Valentine's Day.
The new baby oryx, which
was fondly named Valentine, remained under the
care of the lioness for three
days. As before, the
lioness ate nothing and
went nowhere, and this
time, shielded the calf
between its front legs.
Lionesses are known to be
able to go without a meal
for up to eight days, and
.
,
Lioness
Larsen seemed to be
chnstmekoech

I have always been drawn to stories
about strange occurrences concerning
our little furry, feathery or buzzy friends.
A strange occurrence took place Dec. 20
2001 in the wilds of Samburu Game
Reserve in Northern Kenya
that raised interest among
international conservationists and naturalists. A
lioness adopted a baby oryx
(from genus Oryx of African
Antelope with large conspicuous markings, especially on
the face). The lioness had
apparently devoured the
baby oryx's mother and proceeded to take care of the
,.

baby, protecting it from potential predators.
For 15 days, under the watchfulness
of curious wildlife officials and tourists,
the lioness did not let the oryx out of her
sight. Because the lioness could not go
hunting and leave the oryx behind, it did
not eat for 15 days. The lioness left the
oryx's side only once to get a drink of
water, unwittingly creating an opportunity for another lion to eat the oryx.
When the lioness returned to find the
oryx gone, it appeared to mourn its loss,
and for the following weeks, she tracked
herds of oryx's in search of her calf,
hunting only warthogs and gerenuk
(another genus of the antelope family) for
food.
The lioness found its calf, only a dif-
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SGA articles and why—from their perspective
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to remove myself in August. Just like
President Bush cannot remove a
Senator by means of his own choosing
because the United States Constitution prohibits it, the SGA President
cannot remove a class officer unless
he presents articles of impeachment
against that individual.
The main focus of the article of
impeachment was that Jones had
abused his power in demanding the
resignation or removal of a class
officer.
The reason for a separation of powers in any governmental system is to
prevent those that are in charge of that
government from controlling the other
people within that government. President Bush has to go though this procedure when the people he appoints to
serve in positions must be confirmed
by the Senate in order to take office.
The same principle applies to
removing someone from office,
whether in our student government at
Liberty, within the United States
Senate, or in the case of president
Clinton. Anybody being impeached
must be removed from office by articles of impeachment.

The purpose of this letter to the editor is to explain, from our point of view,
the articles of impeachment that were
brought against Clark Jones a few
weeks ago. These impeachment articles addressed what we considered to
be the major concerns that we thought
were pertinent.
The event that made the articles of
impeachment necessary was the
attempt by Jones to remove a Class
Officer, who's GPA had fallen bellow
the required level, arbitrarily instead of
by impeachment.
This was the second time during his
administration that Jones has
attempted to remove someone from
office on his own instead of impeaching them. Yes, I'm speaking of his
efforts to remove myself, Michael See,
in August because my GPA had fallen
two hundredths of a point below the
requirement.
After I, and other SGA officers,
namely Carl Tate and Matthew Berg,
explained to Jones that the only
proper way remove someone from
office would be to present articles of
impeachment against them, Jones did
just that and presented articles of
impeachment against me, which never
made it to the Senate floor because
they died in committee.
However, Jones attempted to
remove a class officer from office a few
weeks ago the same way he attempted

23
26
1. Turkish official
6. GOP or DEM, e.g.
9. Cheats
14. Whitish cornea discharge
15.
Grande
16. Hope for
17. Tilts
18. Age-challenged
19. Brazilian racing driver
20. Atomic Table #25
22. King Midas
23. Crystalline jewelry rock
24. Smelting waste
26. Feathers
30. Hiding away
34. Excuse
35. Type of absorber
36.
Nazi
37. Loch
38. Scottish feudal baron
39. Recipient
40. Payable
41. Type of leather
42. Go ahead
43. Easy to please
45. Our planet (pi.)
46. Scandinavian name
47.
Lanka
48. Boredom
51. Way of understanding
57. Translucent fabric
58. Frozen water
59. Medical care-provider
60.
DeGeneres
61. Enemy
62. Necklace fastener
63. Icy rain
64. Concluding part

—Michael See and Matthew Berg
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1. "Date" is one variety
2. Spare measure
3. Read images on a computer
4. Jury without conclusion
5. Zulu spear
6. Speech introduction
7. Olive-squeezings
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8. Magnetite
9. World War One artifact
10. "Anchors
"
11. Baseball strikeouts
12. Punishment
13. Wish upon this
21. As born
25. Bridal fabric
26. Chinese gift to U.S.
27. Small intestine
28. Japanese immigrant's son
29. Public radio initials
30. What an elm provides
31. Non-reactive
32. Dobbin's hello
33. Al & Tipper
35. Period of popularity
38. Low-pitch music instrument
39. Not bent
41. Noticeable
42. Glazed earthenware with
color
44. Lava stream
45. It's human
47. Amphetamine (slang)
48. Summer nights
49. Famous Steelers coach
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Longest river in world
Picture on computer screen
lang syne
Take a puff
Being (Lat.)
Representatives (slang)
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Congratulations Hannah
Collins on being the first per
son to turn in last week's
completed puzzle! The first
person
turn in this week's
pereun to
I U mm in mib ween*
completed puzzle will receive

2002.

SPONSORED BY SGA IN COORDINATION WITH STUDENT AFFAIRS
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a large pizza and drinks from
the Hangar (toppings are
extra).
Bring it by the
Champion office
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picks of the week
• 2/26-28 Senior Salute Week.
Seniors, It's time to purchase caps, gowns and the rest of
what you need to graduate. Jostens will be here to take
your orders In the bookstore. Senior portraits are also
being taken. Check the Splash page for details and prices.

• 3/1-2 Civil War Seminar.
Seminar features trial of CSA President Jefferson Davis
and General Robert E. Lee. Frl. evening and all day Sat.
Call 582-2308 for Information.

• 2/28 Graduate School Admissions Seminar.

• 2/26 Wintergreen Ski Trip.
The first of three such trips this month. Cost Is $39 for the
lift ticket and $26 for rentals, a beginner lesson Is Included. Transportation will be leaving from the Religion Hall
parking lot at 8 a.m. Meals can be purchased separately.

Sponsored by the Career Center. Kim Mattlngly from
Kaplan will present a workshop on the "how tos" of applying to grad school and answer any questions. DeMoss Hall
2053 at 7 p.m. For information call 582-2352.

S d i w ° r Marcpjesas: RougHJNa * 'N Parad'Se
By Alexandra Harper, reporter

Sophomore Elizabeth Anspach laughs as she admits to being
one of the millions anticipating a new season of CBS's "Survivor."
Anspach, along with many other LU students, will be spellbound
as CBS airs the TV show "Survivor Marquesas" (a.k.a. "S4"), the
latest Survivor crew and destination on the Marquesas Islands.
The season premiere of Survivor airs Feb. 28 at 8 p.m.
Sixteen audacious Americans engage In the ultimate battle of
wits versus strong stomachs (fried rat, anyone?) on Nuku Hiva,
located in the South Pacific. In this game of "survival of the fittest,"
the victor takes home a few extra bucks In his/her pocket: $1 million to be exact.
Armed with only their one luxury Item (no cell phones, please),
the crew must forage for food, shelter and develop a sense of unity
and comradeship within the two teams.
Each week, a challenge must be met or else face the tribal council.There are usually two challenges per show: one for food and one
to see who has to kick a member off. At tribal council the losing
team votes to kick one teammate off the Island. For the successful
team, the reward for meeting the challenge and beating the other
team is Immunity. The Immunity reward is the most cherished
possession on the island as it protects the teams from voting
against each other, and
hence, keeps the team
Intact.
"You want to see these
people and how they react
In the show," Anspach
said. "I watch to see how
they will react differently
next time. I'm not so
excited about the place as
CBS.COM
the people. They are
SURVIVAL KEYS — This is the trademark
always completely differlogo for all Survivor seasons. This season
ent."
takes place in the Marquesas Islands.
"Different" is definitely

SURVIVOR

t*

the word to describe this
fresh crew. All are
Americans, but that's
about all they have in
common. Everyone
comes from a different
walk of life. The contestants vary from a 57year-old judge to a 21year-old student. This
year, they are throwing
In a tattooed llmo driver,
a fishing boat captain, a
bowling alley owner, a
crime reporter, a Fed-Ex
pilot, a bartender, a real
estate agent, an account
manager, a nature guide
along with a few other
professions for good
measure. The challenge
to adapt to the elements, nature and each
other will be what It
takes to win the million
dollars.
Nuku Hiva, the site
where Survivor Is
CBS.COM
filmed, Is a distant
"I'M A SURVIVOR" — The cast of Survivor IV. Sixteen relative strangers must survive 39 days together stranded in the
neighbor of Tahiti. This, South Pacific. The "last one standing" receives S i million.
however, will not be a
trip in paradise. Tactics in deception are the norm and the ideal
end of the last season, the group grew large enough to move into
survivor must be perceived as a "chum" and not a chump.
the dorm's lobby. "It was fun because everyone rooted for different
Although the show is filmed over the expansive blue, its impact
people to win," Smith said.
reaches all the way to LU. Survivor has been a hall bonding experiAnd while some may sneer at watching this adventure-mania—
ence. This was the case for senior RA Christine Smith, who used to popularity contest, Smith throws out a warning to all who watch
watch Survivor In a friend's room with a few other girls. But by the the show. "It's addictive," Smith said. "It will suck you in."

Ribs for Dinner*' premiers at LU Need

matriarch who starts the comedy
ball rolling. Scott Windham plays
Audiences are going wild over her oblivious husband, Marshall,
"Ribs for Dinner." The Virginia
who runs his house by the "Good
premiere of the original comedy
Book." The makeup and cos, by LU Professor Linda Nell
tumes for Pesce and Windham
Cooper had a hilarious opening
are perfect, andfriendsof the duo
weekend, leaving the audience
must do a double take.
craving seconds.
Danielle Brunson plays eldest
The comedy follows the
daughter Lucy Jo, who is visiting
escapades of the Everette family
home with her husband Troy
as they gather together for the
(Jimmy Kirshberger), the rational
Thanksgiving holiday. At the
thinker of the family. Amanda
Everette house, there Is no such
Smith plays middle daughter
thing as an average family holiMarissa, who is engaged to the
day, and the audience loves
surfer Archibald (Jonathan
watching the comic scenarios
Robertson).
unfold.
Maura Lacy plays Yale student
From start to finish, the audiand youngest daughter Noel, and
ence is laughing. "I kept telling
Nathan Lynch and Joe Leahy
them [the cast[ that doingbroad
play her suitors. Lynch plays
comedy should feel like you're
Reese Cassldy, a suave Yale
running a marathon for two
undergrad, and Leahy plays Bob
hours, and there's no stopping
Campbell, the guy next door.
except for a water break at interLeahy's character is a new addimission," Cooper said. The actors tion for the Virginia premiere.
ran their marathon strong, as
Cooper wrote the character of
they kept the Intense energy of the Bob after being Inspired by
fast-paced comedy radiating Into Leahy's strong audition.
the crowd.
The family characters are so
Not only are the lines and situ- over the top that they actually
seem real. Family high jinks and
ations hilarious, but the actors
uproars underscore the theme of
breathe realistic life Into their
family togetherness. The believlarger-than-life characters.
Cooper chose a strong and tal- abllity of the characters should
ented cast to present "Ribs" for its come as no surprise, as the characters and situations in "Ribs for
Virginia premiere. Cheryl Pesce
Dinner" are actually based on
plays Gert Everette, the manic
By Chad Kennedy, reporter

leeannlivesay
Road trip advice
Road trips are very much a part of the college
experience. When else In life can you just randomly
decide one weekend to pick up and travel anywhere
within a two- to 10-hour radius.
This weekend my friend Betsy went to Monroevllle, Pa.(near Pittsburgh), to visit our friend
Megan who graduated from LU last May.
You learn a lot on road trips. You learn about
yourself, about the person (people) you are traveling with, how bad drivers everywhere are, fun stuff
like that.
As a senior and a veteran at road trips, 1 want
to Impart some advice to those who are novice
travelers.
There are some Important things to remember
when taking road trips. First off, everywhere you go
there are really bad drivers. No matter where you
are, everyone drives worse than you do (at least
that's what you think). The people In your car are
also not as good a driver as you think you are. So,

Cooper's own family. She says,
however that, "the characters
have been altered and the events
embellished." Cooper also mentioned she has heard several commentsfromaudience members
who say the play reminds them of
their own families and homeseccentricities and all.
The set also reminds the audience of home. It looks like a real
house, complete with a kitchen,
den, and dining area. Cooper
designed the set, and Dave Morgan constructed it The "house"
boasts a working stove, a refrigerator, a ceiling fan, and a sink with
running water. The attention to
detail is amazing. The actors even
eat a real Thanksgiving dinner
onstage each night
"Ribs" Is more than a great
piece of theater. It Is a great remedy for a long school week. "It's a
good play for this time ofyear,"
Cooper said. "With all the stress
and pressures of midterms it's
good for the students to come and
laugh.. .toJust relax and forget
about school for awhile," Students
looking for a great evening with
tons of laughs should catch "Ribs
for Dinner" while they can.
Tickets for the play are $5 for
students and can be purchased at
the Box Office in the Fine Arts
Building. The play Is at 7:30 on
Feb.28,March land2.

help filing taxes?

By Aaron Stevenson, reporter

With each passing day, April 15—the final deadline of
tax season—gets closer. Tax season can mean a labyrinth
of enigmatic forms and assorted paperwork for many. Filing taxes can be difficult The forms are often confusing,
with unhelpful names like" 1040" and "W2."
Fortunately, help is available.
The Internal Revenue Service
operates the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance Program. According to
the IRS Web site, "The VITA Program
provides IRS-trained volunteers who
provide free tax assistance at community locations convenient to the
taxpayer, [...and] is aimed at those
for whom paid assistance may be out of reach."
Margaret Stevenson, a volunteer Income tax assistant
for 15 years, gives some advice to follow whenfilingtaxes.
There are several mistakes to avoid whenfilinga tax
return. The most common mistake isfillingout the wrong
form. According to Stevenson, this catches about one In
every four people. The key, she says, Is to select the simplest form possible.
Most students will need the 1040EZ, a simple form for
those whose Income is limited to wages, interest and
unemployment payments. Anyone whose income
includes stock dividends, pensions, or social security payments shouldfilea 1040A, while the 1040 form covers all
of these plus alimony, business Income, Jury pay, gambling winnings and other miscellaneous earnings.
Some other important forms are the W2, a form supplied by the workplace, and the 1099B, for Income from
interest and dividends. Another common error is the
omission of critical Information from the forms. Stevenson relates how many people forget to write in the allimportant identifier— their social security number—while

be prepared to either drive the whole way to wherever you are going, or Just grin and bear It Also, If
you go to a city larger than the one you grew up In,
know that bigger cities mean more traffic and, generally, crazier and more aggressive people/drivers.
Second, Virginia highway patrol cars are abundant. Especially on Interstate 81, So, try to actually
go the speed limit or close to it And, from personal
experience, the cops In Virginia Beach are not
the nicest people you will ever meet.
An extremely Important thing to remember when choosing companions for a road
trip Is to make sure you can stand four, six
or eight hours In a car with them. I took a
trip last summer with two of my friends
from high school. I hadn't really talked to one
of the girls In about two years and I discovered during this 10 hour drive
to Sandusky, Ohio, that she had
failed to grow up since high
school while I had changed a
lot In those three years. As we
didn't get along all that well,
those four days that we were
stuck together were not the
most fun of my life.

others neglect to sign the form after filling it out.
Failing to indicate dependent status Is one of the
biggest mistakes possible. Most students are claimed as
dependents on their parents' tax returns. Failing to Indicate this can instigate an audit for both the student and
the parents, Stevenson warned.
Errors with the numbers are also fairly common,
Stevenson said. But some of these are not simple math
mistakes. "A lot of mistakes come from using the wrong
table," Stevenson said.
Now for the best part aboutfilingtaxes: the refund! For
getting an quick refund, the best Idea is tofileearly. At
this point in the tax season, not many returns have been
filed, so an early return will be processed more quickly.
Having the refund directly deposited into a bank
account will also speed up the process: this option "saves
about two weeks or so," Stevenson said. "And it's very
important to double-check your math. An error will delay
your return."
Beware of rapid refund services and e-filing. Most
places that promise quick refunds actually give loans that
will later need to be paid with interest, while e-filing,
which Is available in 37 states, usually carries a processing fee.
The VITA program is an ideal help for'college students.
It consists of volunteers who are willing to sort through
financial documents, determine
the proper forms and then
complete them for the taxpayer. It is a helpful service both for the one who
knows nothing about filing
taxes, and the one who
Just needs a little clarification. The locations
of VITA offices can be found
by calling (800) TAX-1040.

On another trip last summer, two of my girl
friends and I, along with our friend Josh, decided to
go to Boston to visit another friend. Josh, Tara,
Mary Beth and I all worked together and knew each
other rather well, but Josh hadn't been around the
three of us that much outside of work. So during
those four orfivedays we were together, he was not
quite sure how to take us. Mary Beth, Tara and I
tend to be sarcasUc and Tara and I bicker
quite often—not seriously, Just goofing off,
because, well, It's fun. Since Josh didn't
know quite what to do with us, he would
every now and then go off alone and enjoy
some "alone time."
The moral to these stories Is make
sure you know what you are getting yourself into when you choose traveling
companions.
Another thing to watch out
for on trips Is what kind of
music the group likes. I have
lots of CDs, mostly country. On
some of my trips I've had to
leave these at home because my
friends don't like country. Try
and make sure you have music

with you that everyone will like. Or, compromise
and listen to some of everything.
Another lesson I have learned Is Just for the
girls. Never, never go on a trip with two girls who
are engaged If you are nowhere close. Both Megan
and Betsy, who I spent this past weekend with, are
engaged and getting married in the summer. I
spent my weekend going Into interesUng stores and
was dragged to a bridal show for several hours on
Sunday. Not to mention that 1 now know all about
each of their weddings.
I'm not complaining, because both girls are my
friend and I'm attending both weddings. At the
bridal show we had all sorts of fun, but If you happen to be depressed because you haven't found
"that special someone yet," this Isn't really a help.
Remember all these things when you take trips
and, more Importantly,lake trips. They are a
learning and growing experience, besides being
loads of fun. Take day trips to Virginia Beach
(August Is probably the best month to go, the
water Is still rather chilly In April and May). Washington, D.C. and Richmond are also within close
driving distance. Enjoy college, enjoy the (relative)
freedom of being In college. Remember John 10:10
and live life "to the full."
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Camping or the
beach- Get in gear
for spring break

Wi&

By Alexandra Harper, reporter

By Chad Kennedy, reporter

\

^•"A Walk to Remember

\
^
y ollywood says,~*faith
In God Is cool," or at least It does In
f r Warner Bros. Pictures' "A Walk To Remember," based on
r
V Nicholas Sparks' bestseller. "Walk" stars teen pop diva Mandy
Moore as Jamie Sullivan, a high school senior and Southern Baptist
preacher's kid In a coastal North Carolina town.
Jamie Is consistent In her faith, which makes her an outcast. Ironically, she falls for the "In crowd's" bad boy leader Landon Carter (Shane
West of TV's "Once and Again").
The story begins as Landon Is sentenced to tutoring poor kids and
performing In the spring play after being caught In a dangerous prank
that left a classmate In the hospital. His new activities force him to see
Jamie everyday. At first, Landon Just uses Jamie for acting help, but he
soon finds he Is attracted to her.
Landon eventually must choose between Jamie and his popular
friends. Although parts of this romance are predictable, Jamie's character Is not. Most movies In Hollywood show good kids rebelling against
legalistic parents. By contrast, "Walk" shows Jamie to be charming,
quick-witted and firm In her beliefs.
Landon decides to help Jamie complete her list of life goals, like helping her "be In two places at once" by making her straddle the state line.
"Walk" includes many funny feel-good moments, until a tragic revelation
tests the couple's relatlonshop leaving you guessing.
"Walk" stresses themes of forgiveness, hope, and the ability to
change. Jamie and Landon's relationship never crosses moral boundaries (much to the audience's surprise), and It never seems fake. West is
the stronger actor, playing Landon with a mix of angst and passion, but
Moore still makes a good first lead performance. Thefilmtakes the audience on an emotional roller coaster (especially the females) but does a
good Job keeping your attention.

Fans of Christian band Switchfoot and Mandy Moore will love the
soundtrack, which features a duet between Moore and Switchfoot's
Jonathan Foreman, four songs each by Switchfoot and Moore, and a
piano-driven remix of Switchfoot's prayer song "Only Hope" sung by
Moore. Rachel Lampa also gets a cut.
So, why Christian music and a positive portrayal of Christianity?
"Walk's" producer Denise Di Nov! ("Practical Magic," "Little Women") Is a
born again Christian. She told CCM Magazine, "A few years ago, I felt
God led me toward being more conscious about serving Him in my
work...It was hard to convince Warner Bros, to make the movie, but
once Mandy said she'd do it, they couldn't say no."
Moore also found the film to be positive. She told CCM,".. .There
aren't many options for people my age who aren't into the other five million movies about sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll. So it's nice to see that
[option] in "A Walk to Remember" —and still it's not a goody-goody
movie. If it can change a few people's opinions and wipe away some
tears, I'll be happy."
With all its positive elements, the film does not get a complete recommendation as several characters in the beginning scenes mouth obscenities and crude remarks that seem excessive for the
PG rating. These parts are offensive, but the characters clean up their speech as the film progresses.
A crude minor character is the only other caution
in this predominantly positive film.
In a teen culture full of "American Pies" and
"Scary Movies" it's refreshing to see a well-made
and enjoyable teen film that champions faith and morality ^ ^ ^ ^
without being preachy. "A Walk to Remember" has
already grossed over $30 million. If it makes some
money, perhaps Hollywood will follow with more positive options for teens.
: more m •
m
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Impress your date without spending much
By Shannon Seeley, reporter

It is the weekend once again
and the male population of Liberty
University is broke. This is not
news to the females. In fact, the
girls are broke too. So what kind
of dates can students afford? How
can a guy impress a girl when he
has no cash? The answer is actually pretty easy: be creative, or just
find a place where you can have a
"cheap date!"
Surprisingly enough, Lynchburg is full of cheap date sites,
they might be not the best of the
best, but it is still a night out for
less than $ 10. Where are these
places? For most of them you
don't have to look far.
The popular weekend spot...
Movies 10. The cost Is $1.50 per
person and it is a movie, maybe
not a new release, but so what if it
is a few weeks old. For that cost
no one can complain. And If a
couple is looking for a mid-week
date, Terrific Tuesdays offer a $.50
rate per person. "Movies 101s
quite a treat for all Liberty students who actually have the time
to go and enjoy the $1.50 experience," Junior Jeff Foster said.
Well, a movie only lasts so long
and then there is time to spare
before most have.to rush to get
back on campus. Right down the
street, in the same shopping com-

plex is the Drowsy Poet. A cute little coffee shop that has a relaxing
atmosphere and GREAT coffeel
"Their coffee is better than Barnes
& Noble and it's cheaper too," Junior Annie Koole said. At this location a couple can actually
converse, and if they
don't like coffee, other
beverages are offered.
What if a couple is

looking to eat dinner?
I
Junior Emily Shubin
recommends going to
Osaka's, which is off 501 N
by Applebee's. "It
[Osaka's] is really
good food for a
really cheap price.
It's like going to
Kyoto's except you can
sit with people you know
and save at least $ 10,
Shubin said. There is
also Tokyo's, a new
restaurant off Timberlake next to Kroger and Sagebrush, which has pretty much
the same cuisine as Osaka's.
If you like Mexican, La Carreta also has an inexpensive
menu. There are a few La Carretas in the Lynchburg area,
Including one
on
Lakeside
Drive

across from the Ford dealership.
"La Carreta is fabulous cheap
Mexican food," Tara Diedrich, a
Junior at LU, said. "My favorite
part is the chips and salsa!" Customers can eat a meal there for
around $7 a person, and even
cheaper than that with some
entrees.
Of course, there are
kinds of outdoor places
» 3 v o u c a n 6 ° t o during the
afternoon, if you are looking for something away from
campus. There Is
always Peaks
View Park
down 501 N
or Riverside
Park on Rivermont
Avenue.
It is here
that you
can lay a blanket
down and have a
nice dinner, maybe
Subway sandwiches
(you can split a foot
long), and then have
a nice and peaceful
time away from everything enjoying

and pride in the days following the attacks
have since been quietly removed. Across the
nation, the enthusiasm behind the flags is
Immediately after the terrorist attacks of
Sept. 11, it was nearly impossible to go anywaning.
Flags are now carried in stock at the same
where without finding an Amerlcai} flag flying
there. Americans everywhere had found a
stores that sold out nearly five months ago.
The demand, along with the urgency of the
symbol to represent both their solidarity and
also their outrage at the terrible assault on
attacks, has receded.
The flag's decline, a gradual process, Is hard
innocent life.
to see, though its cause is more readily apparStores were selling out of flags within the
ent. As the past grows more distant, the emofirst couple of weeks.
tional need to show patriotism loses its immeMany Liberty students went to the nearby
diacy. Other news items take over and the
Wal-Mart only to be turned away and told that
American fervor—and with it, the flag's popua shipment of flags was expected soon.
larity — slowly diminishes. It doesn't suddenly
Months later, the immediate ferver has
die; It simply fades away.
decreased, and some flags that were
While the flag is no longer ever-present, it is
flown with much ado
common to see many Liberty students still displaying their flags, which appear in a myriad of
forms.
Full-sized flags hang on dormitory walls,
while flag stickers are stuck to the windows
and bumpers of cars. Flag pins clipped to
backpacks seem to be a favorite as well.
Sophomore Ben Atkinson keeps a mini-flag
in front of him on his desk. "I got it because I
wanted to be patriotic," Atkinson said. He
defines patriotism as wanting the best for the
nation. "I'm showing that I do care for my
country," Atkinson said. His show of patriotism also includes three pins, two plastic stick-

f
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nature.
"I love playing Frisbee at Riverside Park. It's cheap and fun and
there's always the walking trails if
you get bored," J. Hicks said. This
is also a good location for a day
trip. Take your "friend" to the
park and play soccer, softball and
baseball, whatever the sport may
be. Pack a lunch instead of a dinner and He out in the sun, read
around. For some R & R, unwind at Smith Mountain Lake.
poetry to each other or just study
If money is not an issue, attempt something that you've never
together. .
challenged before like riding in a hot air balloon. Ride prices
When the weather warms
vary but the average ride will cost about $ 170. It may be expenanother outdoors location that
sive, but it will ensure a memorable delight Whatever you do,
would be great is Smith Mountain
it's your choice, and as such, also your responsibility to enjoy It
Lake. There are outside volleyball
Wherever you go, travel with a companion. This is not only
nets and a sand beach for swimfor protection, but also for a partnertoshare the journey. Be
ming at the lake. To get to the lake forewarned, however, at whom you choose. As Peg Bracken
travel 460 towards Roanoke and
once wrote, "It's easier tofinda traveling companion thantoget
follow the signs.
rid of one." Your cohort may be your best friend, butfindout now
Don't forget David's Place. It is
ifyour friendship can survive travelingtogether.You may be
on campus, yes, which can be a
miserably made aware of his/her whining habits during a 13bummer if you are looking for
hour drive. Don't let this happentoyou.
things to do away from school. But
To the philosopher who wonders whattobe or do during the
the truth it is that there is a lot to
one-week brain lapse, the answer is to be an adventurer and
do at David's Place. There Is basexperience the joy of open mindedness. Notice, this is not the
ketball, sand volleyball courts,
same as mindlessness. One traveler in Ghana once wrote, "T
pool tables, a cafe, a big screen TV attempted nearly everything at least once, Including great land
and other things too.
snails, though I did baulk at roasted bat" Try newfangled and
Last thought: if nothing above
exhilarating things.
pleases you or gives you any
When it comestohowtobe prepared, there's no getting
"cheap date" ideas, pick up the
around the C.P.R. Alert system. C.P.R stands for checklist,
phone book or talk to someone
packing and reservations. The "Alert" part doesn't come Into play
who has been here in Lynchburg
until the trek begins.
awhile. There Is a lot to do here
For wherever and for whatever reason you go, the checklist is
if you Just look In the right
a making or breaking part of the expedition. Little things such as
places.
batteries can cause big headaches. Never tell yourself that you'll
remember later on.
After assembling all the necessary gear, group and label items
accordingly. Find out If the places that you're staying at offer
irons, hair dryers, etc. Always travel light this means only what
you can personally carry with comfort. This is a difficult area for
many, as the fear of forgetting something plays In the mind, but
ers, and a flag-themed poster that hangs on his by examining the checklist and being organized, this threat in
minimized. One thing that cannot be stressed enough Is the
front door.
Yet the progressive loss of interest in the flag preparation of official documents. Whenflying,always carry
xerox copies of license and passport Leave a backup at home In
is best demonstrated by the story of junior
Adam Koop. "I got it to support America," Koop case all else falls.
When making reservations, always verify every package deal.
said of his flag, which now hangs on the wall of
Write down a list of questions ahead of time and get the answers.
his dorm room. "It was the first flag I could
Know the rules and payments ahead of schedule. Otherwise,
find." Koop's flag was attached to a stick and
you'll be kicking yourself all the way backtoLU.
hung out his third-floor window until his RA
Informed him that the administration wanted
The "alert," is a test of awareness.
the flag to be removed.
Those most at risktobeing scammed
Koop was told that his flag could potentially
are thoseflying.The hardest lift to
fall and injure somebody below and was
catch is when thieves work in pairs or
instructed to remove It. "I can understand why
groups. Always watch the lines and
they might think that, but it had stayed up for
keep your things cbsetoyour body. Be
three months," Koop said. "They could have
attentiveto"accidental" nudges or
done It earlier if they were really concerned."
bumps In the waiting area. With
the increased airport security,
Undoubtedly, however, there would have
baggage weight and content Is
been a backlash of indignation had the administration forced the flag's removal at the height
stressed more than ever.
of its popularity. With Its recent decline, howIf at all possible, bring
ever, the incident has gone relatively unnoonfy a carry on and avoid
ticed.
the baggage claim.
The Immediacy, the emotion, the need to
Do some investigation on
display the flag has diminished. But America's
travel Ideas. To call on
determination has not. The flags that are still
every student's best Interdisplayed represent the American spirit that
net pal, visit Jeeves on
cannot be quenched. President Bush Is Just as
Ask.Com. From camping
determined to wage war against terrorism. The
to partyingtoflying,he
world has changed, the American spirit Is
can provide you with
stronger than before.
what you needtoknow.

American flags are still flying
By Aaron Stevenson, reporter

ust Imagine: It's your last class on Friday afternoon, the
weather Is delicious and everyone's all but bursting Into
song. Why? It's Spring Break. No more teachers'demands,
strain from exams or pressure from work. Worry Is about to
take a vacation for at least one whole week. Or will it?
For the LU traveler caught unaware, the Spring Break splash
can turn out to be one disorganized puddle. To avoid the unfortunate plight of the ill prepared, here's how to strategize the ideal
Spring Break getaway.
To launch your retreat into reality, recognize what you desire
to do. If the thirst for Mother Nature is knocking at the backdoor, answer the call. Take the time to explore the Blue Ridge
Mountains or any mountain chain you desire. For the explorers
who have watched too many episodes of "Survivor,"
please disregard the insane urge to
pack onlytoiletpaper and
water.
If rough country hiking
and the "mountain man"
image Is what you're going for,
check Into camping permits and'
do the vital homework concerning the vicinity ahead of time.
Remember the Boy Scouts motto, "Always be prepared."
Kayak and canoeing are a must with any outdoor adventure.
Also, for sport or play, anyone canftsh.Fishing permits are relatively cheap and many parks providefishingequipment free of
charge. Call ahead of timetoavoid the expense of buying one or
the liability of borrowing from a chum.
Be suretochoose the camping style appropriate for you. You
mayfindthat Davy Crockett is not relatedtoyou but don't
stress. There are masses of getaway cabins and protected camping ground areas with laundry and restroom facilities for you to
enjoy. Be aware that many places require deposits upon arrival
so get the Information before arriving.
If the beach is where you want to be, make reservations now.
When Spring Break begins, college students all over the country
flood many of thetopbeaches. Acapulco, the Bahamas, Cancun, Daytona and South Padre I9land are some of the hottest
spots around.
If long distance travel Is out of the picture, look Into more local
Interests. There are gemstobe discovered. Virginia Beach and
the Outer Banks are Ideal for quick travel and tight budgets.
Lighthouse visits and ferry rides can be found for decent prices
and many camping grounds are all but on the beach. Try snorkeling, jet skiing or deep-seafishing.YouVe got a week; use it
prudently. For the poor soul stuck in the Lynchburg area, don't
loose heart. There are many things In the area that are usually
taken for granted. Open your eyestothe opportunities all
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Liberty sports news, notes and thoughts
By Wes Rfckards, asst sports cd Knr

TAMMY RENNER

SOAR— Chris Caldwell drops in two points against Radford last Saturday.

LU bests Birm. Sou.
points, including a clutch three at
the 8:51 mark of the second half to
give the Flames their first lead
since the 7:00 mark of the first half.

By John Farcl, sports editor
The Liberty Flames men's basketball team snapped llsl O-game
losing streak last Tuesday, Feb. 19,
coming from 11 points down In the
second half to defeat BirminghamSouthern 70-66, in the Vines Center.

While the Panthers controlled
most of the first half, It was the
Flames who would take control
early in the second. Trailing by six
at the half, 31 -25, the Flames fell
farther behind. The Panthers lead
was 10 with 16 minutes to go, but
senior defensive stopper, David
Watson checked into the game and
the Flames switched to a full-court
press. The change proved effective,
resulting In consecutive steals and
two easy transition lay-ups for
Caldwell.

Chris Caldwell led (he Flames
with 17points, most of which came
from the foul line and all of which
proved crucial. Especially those in
the ftnal 1:20, where Caldwell
would hit seven of eight, to offset
nine points on a trio of three-pointers in the final 42 seconds by the
Panthers.

Hankinson called the switch a
momentum swing and said, "our
full court press really put them off
balance."

"I got myself into a rhythm and
knocked them down," Caldwell
said.
The Panthers late flurry of
three-pointers was by no means a n
aberration. They hit 14 on the
night and nine In the first half
accounting for all but four of their
points.

After another Flames' steal and
a free throw by Jason Sarchet the
Flames had cut the lead to five with
14:51 remaining. On the ensuing
possession Rashard Willie connected on one of his seven threepointers to push the lead back to
eight However, after a tip-In from
Watson and a three-pointer by J.R
Nicholas, it was all downhill for the
Panthers. After leading 43-40 with
13:41 to play, the Panthers would
beoutscoredtherestoftheway.

Despite the Panthers best
efforts from behind the arc, the
Flames kept the game close in the
first half, thanks in large part to the
play of freshman Travis Eisentrout,
who scored 10 of his 13 points in
the first half. Elsentrout's three
with seven minutes to play in the
first half gave the Flames their only
lead in the first 20 minutes of the
contest.

The Panthers did come back to
tie the game at 50 with seven minutes left, but the Flames responded
with a 10-2 run to take a 60-52
lead with just under 2:00 to play.
From then on the Flames sealed
the game at the foul line, drilling 13
of their final 14 from the charity •
stripe, to hold on for the 70-66 win.
The victory was the Flames'
fourth. BSU currently has 12 wins
but won't Join the Big South fulltime until 2005-2006.

'You see him a s a freshman
using the offense to score. He ran
his man off the screen. He wasn't
doing that three weeks ago.. .what
makes him a great player is that
he's so teachable," Flames Coach
Mel Hankinson said.
In addition to Eisentrout, Caldwell got lots of help from Vincent
Okotle, who finished with 15
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her absence, freshman Jennifer
Hurley pitched 35.2 Innings—In
three d a y s — a t last week's Triangle Classic in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Hurley won two and lost two,
struck out 27 and posted an ERA
of 2.02 during the tournament

• Three games Into the season,
and Junior shortstop Joey Monahan is already setting records.
With a stolen base against UNC
Greensboro In the first game of the
season, Monahan swiped the 61st
of his career, moving him past former Flames Darrell Manuel and
Ken Tomlln for the most steals in
the history of the baseball team. In
the second game of Liberty's double header against UMBC, Monahan hit three home runs, tying the
Liberty record for most home r u n s
in a single game while competing
on the Division I level. Last year,
Matt Hagan also had three homers
In a game, while playing against
Coastal Carolina.

• A couple of milestones were
reached In the women's basketball
teams' victory over Radford last
Saturday. Meribeth Feenstra
grabbed a career-high 13
rebounds, giving her 408 for her
career. Laura Rollyson is seven
points away from reaching 50th
place on the Lady Flames' all-time
scoring list, and Liberty posted its
99th regular season victory in the
Vines Center. "The Furnace" h a s
given the Lady Flames a tremendous home-court advantage, as
Liberty has recorded a 71 -9 record
there since the 1996-97 season.
Liberty finished this year with only
one loss at home, against Virginia
Tech back on Dec. 8.
• In the men's basketball
games against High Point and
Birmingham-Southern, Travis

• Softball ace pitcher All
Thompson has recovered from offseason shoulder surgery. Unfortunately, she just underwent knee
surgery. Fortunately for the Lady
Flames, she is expected to be back
by Spring Break, In time for the
Rebel Games in Orlando, Fla. In

By Kyle Adams, reporter
The Lady Flames Softball team
traveled to Chattanooga, Tenn. last
weekend (Feb. 22-24) to square off
against some tough competition in
the Sonic Challenge.
The Lady Flames, stretched thin
by injuries and illness, played six
games in 48 hours -including a
three-hour marathon against Tennessee-Chattanooga.

Each team scored one more run
in the 1 Oth, then Liberty left the
bases loaded In the top of the 11 th,
leaving the door open for UTC. UTC
loaded the bases then hit a walk-off
grand slam to end the game 8-4.

On Friday, afternoon Liberty
metLoyola of Chicago, and the
teams were deadlocked a t 1-1 for
six innings until the Lady Flames
pushed the game-winning run
across the plate in the bottom of the
seventh. J e n Hurley pitched a
complete game for LU to earn the
win.

Saturday, the Lady Flames,
exhausted after traveling with only
13 healthy players, lost 8-0 to Western Kentucky then dropped a 7-0
decision to Samford.
Liberty's softball team will be
back In action on Friday when they
make the trip to Hampton, Va., to
compete in the Lady Pirate Classic.

Immediately following the win
the Lady Flames took on a University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
team picked to win the Southern

FILE PHOTO

TAG— Tiffany Johnson puts the glove down on a retreating opponent.

T&F wins the BSC
By Dominic Sasso, reporter
Liberty University's men's
and women's track team, captured the Big South Championship at Virginia Tech on Feb.
16.
According to Lawrence
Johnson, "The Track Meet was
a success. For myself It felt
good to get the monkey off my
back since I have not been running well during the indoor
season, and I felt my teammates and my coach were
starting to question my capabilities on the track..."

i •~~~^> RMtctats
ronsovs
Seeking STAFF for traditional camp program with a
Christian emphasis. Rock Climbing, Riding, Mountain
Biking, Swimming, White Water Canoeing, Arts,
Backpacking, Tennis, Cooks, and MORE.
2500 Morgan Mill Rd., Brevard, N C 28712

www.kahdalea.com

Guifly Chrislolin placed first
qualifying for IC4A, and Johnson placed second, a personal
best for the 60m. The Flames
also had breakthrough performances from athletes Kevin
Octave, and Jeremy Graves."

The future Is in
the cities!
I Prepare tor a rewarding urban ministry in Chicago with a sum'
mer or one year internship. Training Tracks are available for
most ministry interests. Learn from Urban veteran Pastor
Charles Lyons with 28 years experience in Chicago. For more
i information check our web site listed below and click on the
for Chicago Armitage Urban Study Lxperience.
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Here's Hope

Although his statements were
dismissed a s a foolish pipe-dream
at the time, Hankinson guided the
Flames to two consecutive victories
from that m o m e n t Before the
mini-winning streak, Liberty had
been playing noticeably better, losing to Wlnthrop by j u s t seven and
taking High Point to double overtime. With the Big South championship coming u p in a few days, it
looks like Hankinson's (and Liberty
fans') prayers for momentum have
been answered.

Conference.
UTC took a 2-0 lead in the second inning, b u t Liberty fought
back, scoring a r u n in the sixth
and seventh to send the game into
extra innings. The Lady Flames
then took a 3-2 lead in the top of the
ninth, b u t UTC matched it with a
run of their own to keep the game
going.

KAHPMfiK / Q iOSATONGA

Armitage Baptist Church
2451 N. Kedzic Blvd.
Chicago, II. 60647
(773J384-HOPE
www.AnnitageChureh.com
e-mail - Amiitage77@aol.ccni.

• In his final game at the Vines
Center, senior guard Chris Caldwell single-handedly sparked Liberty to an upset-victory over Radford. Caldwell had a career night
with eight rebounds and 3 7 points;
the point total is the second highest single-game total by a Liberty
player In Its history of Big South
competition. The record Is 41
points, set by Matt Hildebrand
back In 1994. Also, if Caldwell can
score 48 points In his final week a s
a Flame, he will have entered into a
tie for 10th place on Liberty's alltime scorer's list

• "We're Just praying we can get
some momentum," Coach Hankinson said at Tuesday's afternoon
Flames Club luncheon. He later
added that "if we get our defensive
scheme In, don't be surprised If we
whoop AshevlUe." (As of last Tuesday, the Flames were going to play
UNC-Asheville. However, Ashevtlle
lost and Liberty will be playing
Wlnthrop instead. Despite this, we
can assume that Hankinson would
have expressed this sentiment
regardless of his teams' opponent
in the upcoming tournament)

Softball team plays
at Sonic Challenge
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(828)884-6834

"Shooter" Eisentrout became the
player he was hyped u p to be.
Eisentrout connected on 12 of 19
field goals (seven of 11 from threepoint range) for a total of 31 points
in the two games. However, he
returned to his old form against
Radford, shootingjust 1 for 6 (0-3
from three-point range). "We
always knew Eisentrout could
shoot," Coach Hankinson said.
"Wejust have to hope he starts
making them."

"I was satisfied with my performance, but I could have
done much better," Christolin
said.
In the long jump, Octave
placed first and Nick Anderson
placed second. In the high

jump, Anderson took home
another first place for Liberty.
In the hurdles Graves, placed
first.
In the 4 x 400 Relay the Liberty men snatched another
first place finish, with Chad
Wilson, Christolin, Stephen
Meier, and Jon DeBogory.
On the women's side, Liberty Women won first in the 4 x
4 with the team of Christina
Henry, DaNelle DeKrey, Erica
Gaesser and Danielle
McManey.
"I was very Impressed by the
team's performance, because
everyone stepped up," Henry
said.
Henry also placed second in
the 60m with the time of 7.70
sec, which is a school record.
She also place second In the
200m with a time of 25.07 sec.
Andrea Wildrlck took home
another first place win in the
pole vault.
The Flames will take part in
the ECAC Indoor Championship in Boston, Mass. March
1-3.

THROUGH THE AIR—Tessa Sturgill leaps into the pit in Blacksburg, Va.
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Basketball:

notches first win in five years vs. RU

Continued from page 12

JOHN FISHER

TOUGH SHOT—Kristal Tharp takes a jumper against Bir.- Southern.

W ' B ' b a l l : Defeats Radford in
its final regular season game
Continued from page 12

Radford then cut the lead
to six again at 49-43, but
would get no closer as Liberty held on for the ninepoint victory. Rollyson was
also in double figures, finishing with 11 points. Kylle
Williamson led Radford with
12 points.
Coach Carey Green was
satisfied with the victory,
but was quick to point out
that their work was not yet
done.
"There were some things
that we hadn't done all year

that we wanted to work on.
We worked on some different
defensive sets and offensive
sets that we'll be able to use
In the tournament. We just
wanted to brush up on a few
things. We need to learn to
continue to execute."
Liberty will have the
chance to "execute" as they
begin the hunt for consecutive conference title number
six next Wednesday. Liberty,
the No. 1 seed, will place
host to the No. 8 seed, UNC
Ashevilleatnbon. Radford
will be the No. 3 seed, and
plays the sixth seed,

But Radford got little help elsewhere, and only
Savtchenko would shoot better than 50 percent
from the field. "We Just tried to take their shooters
out of the game," Caldwell said.
For the Flames it was their third straight stellar
performance on offense as they shot 48 percent
from the field and 77 percent from the foul line. But
offensive improvement is much more than statistics.
"Our young kids are coming on and playing well.
WeVe got a very good six-man rotation and this six
man rotation makes it very hard on the opponents
on defense," Hanktnson said.
• One of those six players is J.R. Nicholas, who is
finally adapting to the role of point guard. Saturday
was Nicholas' best performance of the season, as he
finished with nine rebounds, 13 points, six assists
and two steals. Nicholas' value at point guard was
more than evident late. "When J.R. fouled out I
thought we were in trouble," Hankinson said.
Hankinson was right. When Nicholas fouled out
wtth 1:43 to play the Flames were leading by nine,
69-60. That was soon to change. Radford, in
attempting to come back had resorted to a full-court
press, which immediately paid dividends. Radford
got two straight turnovers and cut the lead to four
with 1:16 to go. The four-point lead was as close as
Radford had been since the early minutes of the
second half, as the Flames had pulled away early,
pushing the lead to eight on two Jason Sarchet free
throws at the 15:34 mark. The Flames would stay in
control until the final minutes of the game.
'We got up by 10 and every time they tried to
make a run at us we were able to get a stop on
defense or we were able to get a real good look and
finish the play on offense," Hankinson said.
For most of the first half the Flames were in
control as well. Taking command early, the Flames
led 26-14 after a three-pointer by Caldwell at the
8:34 mark. However, Radford followed that with a
13-0 run to take the lead wtth 6:08 to play. But
unlike the two teams previous meeting, when the
Flames folded after taking an early lead, Liberty
wasn't donefighting.The Flames regained the lead,
34-33, on a jumper by Okotie with 13 seconds to go

in the half.
Radford's runs were few and far between, with
one In the first half and one late in the second. But
unlike thefirst,this time the Flames held on to the
lead.
After Radford scored five unanswered points to
cut he lead to four with 1:16 to play, Okotie threw
over the Radford press to Travis Elsentrout who
beat everyone back for an easy layup. Radford
would never threaten again. The Flames sealed the
game at the free throw line, hitting five of their final
six to hold on 78-69.
"It's not Just this win. It's this win and performing the way our kids have performed with the
incredible amount of adversity," Hankinson said.

TAMMY RENNER

EASY— Torin Beeler gets any easy two against RU.

Baseball: i
Continued from page 12

York, Monahan and Israel
Noble, senior leftfielder,had
three hits for the Flames.
Marcus Maringola, senior right
fielder, had four hits In four at
bats for the Flames.
"Steve Hortsman did a great
Job. Jason Jones did a great
Job. The guys in the pen did
well. We established a comfort
zone out there putting up six,
seven, eight runs and they settled in and just pitched,"
Flames coach Dave Pastors
said.
As for the new fleldhouse
Pastors said, The players are
extremely excited. This is a
great day In the history of the
program. We dedicate this
building, as a team of
Christian baseball players, to
God's service."
In the Feb. 21 road win over
UNC Greensboro, the Flames
Jumped out to an early lead
scoring four runs in the top of
the first, highlighted by
Maringola's two-run home run.
Butler and Hagen had two hits
a piece for the Flames.
Monahan and Maringola
each had three hits. Senior
pitcher, Alex Dooley (1-0), got
the start for the Flames and
went six innings allowing one
hit and one earned run while
striking outfivebatters.
Liberty's next game is today,
at James Madison. They will
play home Wednesday, Feb.
27, against Pfeiffer at 2:30
p.m.

Women's basketball tops Birm. Sou.
By Chris Foster, reporter

The Liberty Lady Flames
improved their record to 19-7
on the season with a 72-56 win
over Birmingham-Southern in
a non-conference match-up at
the Vines Center last Monday
night.
Liberty had to battle for the
first thirty minutes, but closed
the game on an 18-2 run for
the lopsided victory. The
D
anthers, who will join the Big
South as full members in

2004, saw their record drop to
16-11 on the year.
In the first half, the game
was notched at 21-21 when LU
used a 10-0 spurt to take the
lead at the intermission 34-27.
Liberty took over with Just over
10 minutes left upping their
lead to 53-42, but the Panthers
weren't about to give up.
Birmingham-Southern
scored 12 of the next 13 points
to tie the game at 54 with six
minutes left. The Lady Flames

used incredible defensive pressure to hold the Panthers without a field goal the rest of the
way.
One key stat for Liberty
was the bench scoring, as Lu's
reserves outscored the
Panthers 36-8 for the game,
including a 16-5 advantage on
second chance points.
Sophomore Crystal Peace
came off the bench to lead
Liberty in scoring; she tallied
11 points, including eight in

the second half. Freshman
Stephanie Walker added 10
points for Liberty. Lindsay
Boyett netted a game high 18
points, including a 4-for-8
effort from behind the arc, for
the Panthers. Atia Agee added
11 points and 5 assists for
Birmingham-Southern.
Liberty shot nearly 49 percent from the field for the
game, holding Birmingham
-Southern to a lowly 39 percent for the contest.

after this, the corporate ladder
w i l l b e a piece of
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In Army ROTC, you'll get to do stuff that'll challenge you, both physically and mentally. In the
process, you'll develop skills you can use in your career, like thinking on your feet, making smart
decisions, taking charge. Talk to your Army ROTC representative. You'll find there's nothing like
a little climbing to help prepare you for getting to the top.

ARMY

ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

Apply now for paid summer leadership training and Army officer opportunities.

Call Master Sergeant Brewton @ 588-7335
»
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Big South Tournament set to begin this week
Men look to finish
season strong
By John Farel, sports editor
With last weekend officially ending the regular
season for many of college basketballs conferences,
"March Madness" has officially begun.
Liberty wrapped up Its regular season in exciting
fashion, upsetting second place Radford for Its sec-
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SLAM—J.R. Nicholas dunks home two points.

ond straight win. "You can tell It's March Madness
time with our kids running onto the floor," Flames
Coach Mel Hanklnson said.
The Flames will be looking to carry the momentum of back-lo-back wins into the tournament. The
Flames' upset of Radford wasn't the only surprise
last weekend. Wlnthrop defeated UNC-Ashevtlle,
77-62, to tie the Bulldogsforthe regular season
title.
|
Wlnthrop, however, will get the No. 1 seed In this
week's tournament by virtue of the tiebreaker.
UNC-Ashevtlle will open the tournament against
No. 7 seed High Point Radford's loss dropped them
to a third seed, where they will take on Coastal Carolina.
Going Into the Liberty game Radford had won
five straight and seven of Its last eight Coastal, on
the other hand, hasn't been playing near as well,
having lost Its last four games. The Chanticleers are
also playing without last season's conference Player
of the Year, Torrey Butler.
The fourth and fifth seeds seemtobe going In different directions. Charleston Southern Is peaking,
having won four of its last five. Its opponent, Eton,
has done Just the opposite, losing four of its last
five.
The Flames will open the tournament with a 12
o'clock game against Wlnthrop this Thursday. The
Eagles have played well of late, their only loss in the
lastfivegames coming to Radford. liberty played
them close in their last meeting, coming from 16
down in the second half to cut the lead to five,
before losing 69-62.
"Whether we drew Wlnthrop, Ashevllle, or
whomever... 1 want to encourage our fans to show
up. They're nine freshman and sophomores, but
they're goingtoshow up this Thursday. It doesnt
matter who that team is, and it is Wlnthrop, they
need to be ready for a war cause our kids will be,"
Hanklnson said.

Big South Conference
Final Standings
Men's Standings

CONFERENCE
W-L

PF

PA

#1 Winthrop

10-4

70.1

64.9

#2 UNC-Asheville

10-4

76.4

67.5

#3 Radford

9-5

70.7

65.5

#4 Charleston Southern

8-6

67.6

66.9

#5 Elon

7-7

68.4

67.8

#6 Coastal Carolina

5-9

73.8

76.9

#7 High Point

5-9

72.5

73.9

#8 Liberty

2-12

59.5

74.3

OVERALL
PF
PA
W-L
65.2
16 -11 68.2
73.6
69.8
13-14
67.4
70.8
14-15
67.8
62.8
12-16
73.2
69.1
12-15
78.3
69.7
8-19
74.3
69.8
9-18
77.3
63.7
5-24

Lady Flames shoot
for sixth straight title
By Wes Rickards, assistant sports editor
Beginning tomorrow, the Lady Flames will be
shooting to continue their Big South dominance—
their sixth title In as many years.
"We've won five straight championships," junior
center Merlbeth Feenstra said. "But the sixth one's
not goingtobe handed to us."
J u s t as was the" case during the historic 19961997 season, in which the triumvirate of Elena
Ktsseteva, Sharon Wllkerson and Sarah Farley, as
freshmen, sparked the first championship, Liberty
this season has been led by Its young talent Three
freshmen, Stephanie Walker, Katie Feenstra and
Krlstal Tharp, lead the Lady Flames in scoring.
However, Liberty's youth may be detrimental.
With 11 freshmen and sophomores on its team,
Liberty lacks the experience that may be needed to
take them deep Into the Big South tournament
"Our young players don't have the experience,"
Coach Carey Green said. "But we have the leadership. Rachel [Young] and Laura [RollysonI have the
experience, the eye of the tiger. They won't take
anything but victory. If the freshmen and sophomores see that desire, they're going to follow."
Standing In the way of Liberty's run will be seven
teams that have had enough of the so-calleddynasty, beginning with the Lady Flames' next
opponent, UNC-Ashevllle. During the last time
these two teams squared off, the Lady Flames
Jumped outtoan early nine-point lead. However,
the Bulldogs would not surrender and continued to
battle Liberty until eventually falling 71 -59 back oh
Feb. 4. Despite the fact that UNC-A only has a sin-

gle win to show for Its season, a 10-polnt victory
against Wlnthrop earlier, they could just as easily
play the role of a spoiler, given the right set of variables.
Waiting In the wings against Liberty are the Eton
Phoenix, who handed the Lady Flames their only
conference loss this season. Liberty later avenged
that loss, meaning that a rubber match could be
played In the finals. However, a showdown with the
Phoenix would mean that both teams have to be
victorious In Its next two games, which Is not an
easy task.
"We're goingtotake It one game at a time," Feenstra said. "We need to focus on the fundamentals,
relax, and play Liberty basketball."
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GET OPEN— Merlbeth Feenstra looks to pass.

Tournament schedule
All women's games are in italics

Wed., Feb. 27—

Game 1: #1 Liberty

vs. #8 UNC-Asheville,

noon

Game 2: #4 High Point vs. #5 Cha. Southern, 2:30 p.m.
Game 3: #2 Bon vs. #7 Coastal Carolina, 6 p.m.
Game 4: #3 Radford vs. #6 Wlnthrop, 8:30 p.m.
Thurs., Feb. 28-

Game 1: #1 Winthrop v s . #8 Liberty, noon
Game 2: #4 Cha. Southern vs. #5 Elon, 2:30 p.m.
Game 3: #2 UNC-Asheville vs. High Point, 6 p.m.
Game 4: #3 Radford vs. #6 Coastal Carolina, 8:30 p.m.

Fri., March 1 —

Game 5: Winner Game 1 vs. Winner Game 2, noon
Game 6: Winner Game 3 vs. Winner Game 4, noon

Women's Standings
#1 Liberty
#2 Elon
#3 Radford
#4 High Point
#5 Charleston Southern
#6 Winthrop
#7 Coastal Carolina
#8 UNC-Asheville

CONFERENCE
W-L
PF
PA
70.2
13-1
56.5
67.1
58.0
10- 4
60.0
8 •6
58.4
68.6
7 7
68.3
58.4
6 8
61.7
63.8
6 8
67;6
58.0
5 •9
62.9
56.2
1 •13
69.9

OVERALL
W-L
PF
PA
20-7
65.7
58.9
14-11
63.1
61.3
66.5
12-14
60.1
70.9
13-14
68.6
61.4
11 -15 61.0
66.0
10-17
64;3
63.8
9 -16 57.8
74.3
1-25
54.9

Game 5: Winner Game 1 vs. Winner Game 2, 6 p.m.
Game 6: Winner Game 3 vs. Winner Game 4, 8:30 p.m.
Sat., March 2-

Game 7: Women's Championship, noon
Game 7: Men's Championship, 5 p.m.

Ticket information:
•Adult ticket for all sessions, $32
•Student ticket for all sessions, $22
•Reserved ticket for one session, $8
•Adult general admission, one session, $6
•Student ticket for one session, $5
•All games are played in the Roanoke Civic Center

C l a s s i f i e d s
Rates:
Open/Commercial

Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

$3.67 - 1st 15 words
24(t each word over 15

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75 - 1st 15 words
18? each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.
ASSIIIKDAIAIKTISING

Fir

Sale

(800) 336-7676
/t)

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

50?
$1.00
$1.50

t

Symbols to choose
Stars: * • *
Checks: • • •

Help Waited

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: * » *
Arrows: > • » •

Fer

Rett

For Sale: Computer desk with
matching shelf. Natural wood and
iron. $45 Call 582-2128 and ask for
Blaine.

Christian Based Company seeking
sales managers. 35KPart-time-81K
Full time.
www.successcycle.com/ccraigO

Room with private bath Use of
kitchen & living oom included.
$220/month. Call 525-9123 and
leave message.

For Sale: 4' Dorm refrigerator.
Great condition, while, separate
freezer. Only $45. Call Elaine @
(434)444-4346.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for parttime work around classes. Pay starts
@ $14.60 base-appt. Professional,
fun working environment; gain
meaningful resume experience in
customer service/sales department.
Intelnships/cii ops/scholarships
available. Limited openings - call
NOW to secure position. (434)
239-0036

Persemals

For Sale: EDP Philosophy 201
videos. Complete set. $25!!!! Call
582-2128

Choose a child to sponsor for less than a dollar a day.

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

—

SPALDING TOP FLIGHT 1000
BASKETBALL: lost at Schilling.
Name on ball: S. Lowe. Call 8471179

in nunc days until Spring

lircuk!
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L
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TRACK & FIELD

SOFTBALL

• 3/1-3, ECAC Championship,
Boston, Mass.

* Hampton Tournament, March
1-2, TBA

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL
y

Men's and Women's Big
South Tournament, Roanoke,
Va., 2/28-3/2

>2/26 at JMU, 2:30 p.m.
* 2/27 vs. Pfeiffer, 2:30 p.m.
* 3/2 vs. Marist, DH, noon
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Caldwell leads LU past Radford
By John Farel, sports editor

iohnfarel
MEN'S BASKETBALL
IMPROVING
Liberty Flames basketball
Coach Mel Hanklnson has been
saying all season that It's going
to take time for the team to
peak.
Judging by the teams' performance the last four games, It j
appears they may be on the
verge of doing so—at least to the |
extent that nine freshmen and
sophomores are capable of.
Just look at the last four
games. After getting blown out
against Wlnthrop the first time, .|
the Flames traveled to Rock Hill, i
S.C., where they were defeated
by seven. Pretty Impressive if
you consider the way the Flames
played on the night. Liberty shot
37 percent and turned the ball
over 21 times. So what was the
difference? The Flames have
greatly improved their defensive
intensity. That's something, that
according to Hanklnson, began
with freshman Torin Beeler.
Beeler's passion for defense has

rubbed off on the rest of the
team. Chris Caldwell, J.R.
Nicholas, Travis Eisentrout and
others have all picked up their
defensive games.
With their defensive intensity
ever improving, the Flames
finally began to gel offensively
against High Point. The Flames
played well, as Eisentrout and
Vincent Okotie finally broke free ;
of the offensive doldrums, combining for 46 points. Despite
their efforts, the Flames still
lost in double overtime, 99-98.
After Winthrop and High
Point, it was just a matter of
time before the Flames picked
up their first win. Against the
Flames next opponent,
Birmingham-Southern, Liberty
played well offensively and
defensively. But the key this
time was the Flames' press,
which threw BSU out of its
rhythm and allowed the Flames
to come back from 11 down to
win.
Everything the Flames did
well In their previous three
games they would have to do
well again in order to beat
Radford. The Flames did just
that, putting everything together
and executing to perfection on
their way to a hard fought 78-69
victory.
The Flames are now playing
their best basketball of the season, but No. 1 seed Winthrop Is
Just three practice days away. Is it
actually conceivable to think the
Flames could upset Winthrop In
the tournament?
It may not be fair to put so much
pressure on a team so young
However, while young, the Flames
are talented. Plus, with the exception of the one blowout game this
season, the two teams last few meetings have been close. Much closer
than Radford In fact Also, Winthrop
hasn't shot the ball nearly as well as
In previous years (30 percent from
three-point range).
Still, Winthrop has several things
going for them. Most Importantly,
Greg Lewis, who sat out last season
with an Injury.
Lewis' contributions this season
have been huge. In addition to leading his team in scoring, and field
o[oal percentage, he leads the conference In rebounding. Liberty will have
to stop him if they're going to have a
chance.
Liberty may be an eighth seed,
but I'll guarantee you, they're probably the last team Winthrop Coach
Greg Marshall wanted to see In the
first round.

Playing In his final home game on
"Senior Night" in the Vines Center,
Flames guard Chris Caldwell scored a
career best 37 points, in leading the
Flames to an upset, 78-69, victory over
previously second place Radford.
Saturday's victory snapped
Radford's five-game winning streak
and gave Liberty its first victory over
the Highlanders since the '96-97 season.
"It was my last game in this building, no matter how we won it, I Just
wanted to win it...you couldn't have
asked for a better script," Caldwell
said.
The Flames win dropped Radford,
which came into the game tied for second in the league, to a third seed in
next week's Big South Tournament
Meanwhile, the Flames will remain
an eighth seed, but rather than play
UNC-Asheville, which had been in first
place going into Saturday, the Flames
will now square off against Winthrop.
Going into the game Hanklnson's
strategy was to push Radford's players, specifically its shooters, out of
their comfort zone.
The plan worked to perfection, as
Radford, which leads the conference
with 193 three-pointers on the season,
was held to Just five threes in 30
attempts on the night
"We kept switching defenses
tonight. Just like against BirminghamSouthern we were able to challenge
their three-point shots," Flames Coach
Mel Hankinson said.
However, unlike BirminghamSouthern, Radford has an inside force
like no one else in the conference—7foot, 260 lb, Andrey Savtchenko.
Savtchenko, proved to be a dominant force in the paint all night, finishing with 26 points, including three
dunks, and 14 rebounds, 11 of which
were offensive.
In addition to Savtchenko, Radford
got plenty of help from senior Correy
Watkins, who finished with 20 points
and nine boards.
TAMMY RENNER

Please see BASKETBALL page 10
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STRONG—Sophomore Philip Ward attempts to dunk on Radford's Corry Watkin. The Flames won the game 78-69.

LU baseball sweeps Retrievers
By Chris Humphreys, reporter

Liberty University's baseball team
opened its season and dedicated a new
facility this week. The Flames opened
the season with a 10-2 win over UNC
Greensboro on Thursday.
On Saturday the Flames held a dedication ceremony for their new fieldhouse and then proceeded to sweep the
doubleheader from UMBC 7-0 and 17-1.
On hand to dedicate the
Crowder/Muckel Fieldhouse were
Liberty University's Chancellor, Rev.
Jerry Falwell, Athletic Director, Kim
Graham and John Muckel. Falwell said,
"I again want to say to John Muckel
and Mr. Crowder thank you for all you
have done for Liberty. There will be a lot
of happy days ahead."
In the first game of the doubleheader
the Flames took a 3-0 lead In the bottom of the fourth inning on Matt
Hagen's three-run home run to leftfleld.
Hagen, a Junior third baseman, also
played spectacularly In the field for the
Flames. The Flames rallied again in the

JOHN FISHER

HIT T H I S - Jason Jones delivers a pitch in the first game against UMBC on Saturday.

seventh for four more runs as the
Flames coasted to a 7-0 win.
Flames' second baseman, Junior
Larry Wayne York, had four hits in four
at bats in the first game and three hits
in four at bals in the second game of
the doubleheader. Jason Jones, sophomore pitcher, started the first game for

the Flames and pitched seven scoreless
innings.
Jones scattered five hits and staick
out five batters on his way to recording
his first win of the season.
In the second game of the doubleheader the Flames Jumped on the
Retrievers for three runs in the bottom

of the first inning and scored in every
inning after that to cruise to a 17-1
win.
Flames' center fielder, Junior Keith
Butler, lead off the game with a home
run. Shane Miller, senior catcher, also
homered in the bottom of the first, a
two run shot to right field.
Flames' shortstop, junior Joey
Monahan, after flying out to centerfleld
in the first inning, blasted home runs
in each of his next three at bats.
The first homer run was three-run
shot in the second. The second home
run was a solo shot in the fourth. The
third home run was a three-run shot in
the fifth. Monahan finished the game
with seven RBIs.
Steve Horstman, senior pitcher, got
(he start for the Flames in the second
game. Hortsman (1-0) went five Innings
allowing one hit and one unearned run
while striking out three batters. Butler,
Miller and Kelly Knouse, senior first
baseman, had two hits for the Flames.
Please see BASEBALL, page 10

Lady Flames roll past Highlanders
By Chris Foster, reporter

Liberty's Lady Flames wrapped up
their fifth straight regular season title
Saturday as they defeated archrival
Radford 52-43 at the Vines Center.
Liberty finished the regular season
with a record of 20-7 overall and 13-1
in the Big South, while the Highlanders fell to 11 -15, 8-6.
The biggest crowd of the season
honored LU seniors Rachel Young and
Laura Rollyson before the game.
Young, the only four year player on
this year's squad, finished her career
as LU's 24th all-time leading scorer
as well as beitig named to the Big

South All-Rookie team as a freshman
and earning a second team all conference award last season.
"1 remember Hie first time I walked
in the Vines Center, 1 was in high
school. I think it was as exciting to
play in the Vines Cenler tonight as it
was the first lime I set foot in here,"
said Young. "It's been a great four
years." Young has been apart oflhree
straight Big South Tournament
Championship teams as well as four
straight regular championship teams.
Rollyson, a transfer from Marshall
University, is finishing her third season on the court for the Flames. She
was named to the All Tournament

Team in a tournament at Michigan
State earlier this season.
When asked about playing in the
Big South Tournament for the last
time, Laura replied, "I've been to the
tournament three times, so 1 hope to
bring leadership and experience to
the team." The leadership of Young
and Rollyson will be sorely missed
next season, but the experience and
leadership has definitely been picked
up by their younger teammates.
"They (Rachel and Laura) have def
initely been an awesome influence for
us this year, on and off the court,"
said sophomore guard Monique
Leonard. On the court, Liberty was

led by Junior Meribeth Feenstra, who
tallied 13 points and a career high 13
rebounds.
The two teams kept pace in the
first half, with neither team gaining
any si/able advantage. Liberty led 1918 with less than four minutes
remaining in the first half, but used
an 11-0 run to leap ahead 29-19 at
the break. Radford pulled to within
six, 33-27, with 14:30 remaining In
the game, but the Lady Flames
responded with a 13-3 run to extend
the lead 16 with less than nine minutes to play.
Please see W'B'BALL, page 10

